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ABSTRACT
THE CUMULATIVE ADVERSE EFFECTS OF OFFSHORE WIND ENERGY ON
WILDLIFE
SEPTEMBER 2018
MORGAN WING GOODALE, B.A., COLORADO COLLEGE
M.PHIL., COLLEGE OF THE ATLANTIC
PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Anita Milman

Offshore wind energy development is being pursued as a critical component in
achieving a low-carbon energy economy. While the adverse effects of one wind farm
on a particular wildlife population may be negligible, the aggregate effect of multiple
wind farms through space and time could cause wildlife population declines. The
risk of cumulative adverse effects (CAE) of offshore wind farms on wildlife is poorly
researched and assessment processes are underdeveloped. Assessments of CAE
must first calculate the cumulative exposure of a wildlife population to a hazard and
then estimate how the exposure will affect the population. Our research responds to
the first need by developing a framework to assess CAE and then developing a
deterministic, geospatial decision-support model that assesses how wildlife are
cumulatively exposed to the hazard of multiple wind farms. We first utilize the
model to quantify how Northern Gannet (Morus bassanus) would be cumulatively
exposed to three different wind farm siting scenarios along the East Coast of the U.S.
The findings suggest that Northern Gannets will be cumulatively exposed regardless
of siting decisions and avoidance is not an effective mitigation measure. Second, we
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use the model to assess how seven seabird foraging guilds would be cumulatively
exposed to the same three wind farm siting scenarios. The model outputs indicate
that no single offshore wind siting decision can reduce the cumulative exposure for
all guilds. Based upon these findings, we identify the foraging guilds most likely to
be cumulatively exposed and propose an approach for siting and mitigation that
reduces cumulative exposure for all guilds.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Worldwide, governments and industries are looking to increase the production of
electricity from offshore wind. This movement is driven by a strong interest in
diversifying energy sources; reducing the carbon intensity of global energy
production as a way to address climate change; and the need to meet growing
coastal demands for electricity. However, there are concerns that deployment of
multiple offshore farms may lead to declines in wildlife populations.

Offshore wind energy is rapidly expanding along the East Coast of the U.S. The first
U.S. offshore wind farm began operating in 2016 (Deepwater Wind 2016); five East
Coast states have committed to 8 GW by 2030 (Offshore Wind Biz 2018); and the
U.S. federal government has developed a scenario for 86 GW to be installed by 2050
(DOE 2016). Currently, areas are leased from Maine to North Carolina (BOEM 2018),
and Massachusetts will issue an 800-MW power purchase agreement in 2018
(Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources 2017). If federal and state wind
farm development goals are attained, wildlife will be exposed to thousands of
turbines in the next decade (Goodale and Milman 2016).

Single offshore wind farms are demonstrated to adversely affect individual wildlife
(Goodale and Milman 2016), but a greater concern is how multiple offshore wind
farms, combined with other anthropogenic stressors, will affect wildlife populations
through time and space. These cumulative adverse effects (CAE) of offshore wind
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farms are recognized as an important ecological issue for wildlife (Drewitt and
Langston 2006, Fox et al. 2006, Larsen and Guillemette 2007, Boehlert and Gill
2010, Dolman and Simmonds 2010, Masden et al. 2010, Gill et al. 2012, Langston
2013). However, knowledge of CAE of offshore wind farms on wildlife remains
relatively unexplored and poorly understood.

CAE is also an important consideration during offshore wind farm permitting. When
an offshore wind farm is proposed in the U.S., the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) requires that CAE to be assessed in Environmental Impact Statements (EIS)
(CEQ 1997). The EIS must describe the affected environment, evaluate alternatives,
and assess the direct, indirect, and cumulative effects of the action on the
environment. Cumulative effects are defined as “the impact on the environment
which results from the incremental impact of the action when added to other past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions” (40 CFR §1508.7). The broad
and ambiguous definition of cumulative effects leads to inconsistent assessments
(MacDonald 2000). Thus, CAE assessments vary within and across regulatory
agencies (MMS 2007;2009, BOEM 2012a, Army Corps of Engineers 2014) as well as
among NEPA processes (MMS 2007;2009, Army Corps of Engineers 2014). This lack
of parity results in assessments that cannot be compared and are considered
inadequate (Burris and Canter 1997, Cooper and Canter 1997, Baxter et al. 2001,
Cooper and Sheate 2002, Duinker and Greig 2006).
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Problems with CAE assessments include: an absence of frameworks to help
determine the significance of effects (Berube 2007, British Columbia Forest
Practices 2011); an absence of effective methodologies to conduct assessments
(Canter and Kamath 1995, Smith 2006, Masden et al. 2010); difficulties evaluating
the likelihood of cumulative effects; and no agreed-upon management or mitigation
actions. Given this lack of consistency, there is a substantial need to develop a CAE
assessment framework as well as an assessment tool that can link individual OWED
projects to the regional context to improve integrated decision-making.

To respond to the need to improve the CAE assessment process, we first conduct an
interdisciplinary literature synthesis to develop a framework to define the process
of CAE. Second, we develop a flexible decision-support model to assess cumulative
exposure. Third, we utilize the model to assess the cumulative exposure of seabirds
to four different wind farm siting scenarios along the East Coast of the U.S. And
finally, we use the assessment to place seabirds into four tiers of likelihood of having
cumulative adverse effects and to identify a process for siting offshore wind farms
that will reduce CAE on all species. Together these chapters provide stakeholders
with clear guidance on how project-specific permitting and regional siting can
reduce the CAE of offshore wind energy development on seabirds.
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Chapter 2: Cumulative adverse effects of offshore wind energy development
on wildlife”
The second chapter is a literature synthesis of how offshore wind farms can cause
cumulative adverse effects on wildlife. We begin with a synthesis of ecological
research on the direct and indirect effects of OWED. We then focus in on CAE,
explaining what it encompasses and why it is important. Next we delineate a
framework for determining the scope of CAE assessments. The framework is
centered on a conceptual model defining CAE as the process of vulnerable species
being exposed to OWED hazards through space and time. We then discuss
mechanisms for alleviating CAE and critical uncertainties. This leads to a discussion
on how a collaborative stakeholder process could address ongoing policy
challenges. This framework, which was published in the Journal of Environmental
Planning and Management, forms the structure of the remaining dissertation
research.

Chapter 3: “Developing a deterministic geospatial decision-support model to
assess the cumulative exposure of wildlife to offshore wind energy
development patterns”
The third chapter develops a model to partially assess CAE. Assessments of CAE
must first calculate the cumulative exposure of a wildlife population to a hazard and
then estimate how the exposure will affect the population. Our research responds to
the first need by developing a deterministic, geospatial decision-support model that
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assesses how wildlife are cumulatively exposed to the hazard of multiple offshore
wind farms. The model is named “CE model,” i.e., cumulative exposure model.

We derived the model architecture from the framework developed in Chapter 2
(Goodale and Milman 2016) and integrated wind engineering and biological
datasets. The CE model estimates the cumulative exposure of wildlife to multiple
offshore wind farms by identifying all locations where wind farms could occur;
placing wind farms within this suitability layer; and then assessing wildlife
cumulative exposure to a series of potential offshore wind farm build-out scenarios.

The first model output is a wildlife cumulative exposure curve for different OWED
siting patterns. The output displays the relationship between wildlife cumulative
exposure and gigawatts of wind farm production from zero wind farms to full buildout of an area. The second output is a cumulative exposure index that ranks which
siting decisions will have the greatest influence on cumulative exposure of wildlife.
Together these outputs will provide stakeholders valuable information about how
offshore wind farm development patterns will cumulatively expose wildlife, which
could be used to guide regional siting decisions.

In this chapter, we provide an overview of the model, describe data inputs and the
model analysis process, and explain model outputs. To illustrate the use of the
model, we also present and interpret hypothetical model results. We conclude with
a discussion on further model development. The paper demonstrates the utility of
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the CE model, a novel method that has significant value in informing regional and
project-specific planning.

Chapter 4: “Assessing the cumulative exposure of Northern Gannet (Morus
bassanus) to offshore wind energy development along the East Coast of the
United States”
The fourth chapter applies the CE model to assess the cumulative exposure of
Northern Gannet (Morus bassanus) to four offshore wind build-out scenarios along
East Coast to determine if siting decisions can reduce exposure rates. The
assessment is focused on Northern Gannet because gannets are documented to be
vulnerable to offshore wind farms, and a substantial proportion of the North
American gannet population could be exposed to wind farms built along the East
Coast. The research was spatially bound to the East Coast, which has “outstanding”
and “superb” wind power classes (Musial and Ram 2010), and temporally bound by
starting at the present with no OWED built and then moving to a nonspecific point in
the future when the East Coast has been saturated by OWED. Two independent
gannet datasets were used to estimate gannet abundance on the outer continental
shelf to ensure the robustness of the analysis.

In this chapter, we first describe the CE model inputs, model process, and the results
of the analysis. We then discuss how understanding the relationships between
OWED siting decisions and gannet cumulative exposure can guide management
actions. We conclude with suggestions on how the CE model outputs can be used in
6

future CAE assessments. The assessment in this chapter takes the first crucial step
in addressing the CAE of OWED to gannets and can be directly used to guide sitespecific permitting.

Chapter 5: “Assessing the cumulative adverse effects of offshore wind energy
development on seabird foraging guilds along the East Coast of the United
States”
The fifth chapter utilizes the CE model to assess how offshore wind farm siting
decisions will cumulative expose seven seabird guilds, in order to identify seabirds
that are more likely to experience CAE. The assessment focuses on seabird guilds
because seabirds within the same guild exploit geophysical characteristics of the
marine environment (Schreiber and Burger 2001) similar to those required for
offshore wind siting. These include distance from shore, bathymetry, and wind
speed (Dvorak et al. 2013).

In this chapter we describe the CE model process and present the results of the
modeling analysis. We then use this information to examine the relationships
between siting decisions and seabird guild exposure. We identify guilds most likely
to be cumulatively exposed and recommend a process to minimize CAE for multiple
guilds. This chapter’s assessment is an important step in reducing the CAE of
offshore wind energy development on seabirds as it provides stakeholders with
clear guidance on how project-specific permitting and regional siting can reduce
CAE.
7

CHAPTER 2
CUMULATIVE ADVERSE EFFECTS OF OFFSHORE WIND ENERGY DEVELOPMENT
ON WILDLIFE*
Abstract

Offshore wind energy development (OWED) is being pursued as a critical
component in achieving a low-carbon energy economy. While the potential
generating capacity is high, the cumulative effects of expansion of OWED on wildlife
remains unclear. Since environmental regulations in many countries require
analysis of the cumulative adverse effects (CAE) during permitting processes, this
article reviews the state of knowledge on CAE of OWED on wildlife. We synthesize
ecological research on the effects of OWED on wildlife; delineate a framework for
determining the scope of CAE assessments; describe approaches to avoiding,
minimizing and compensating for CAE; and discuss critical uncertainties.
Introduction
Worldwide, governments and industries are looking to increase the production of
offshore wind energy. This movement stems from a strong interest in diversifying
energy sources, policies aiming to reduce the carbon intensity of global energy
production as a way to address climate change, and the need to meet growing
coastal demands for electricity. Offshore wind is framed as an energy alternative

*

Originally published in Journal of Environmental Planning and Management:
GOODALE, M. W. & MILMAN, A. 2016. Cumulative adverse effects of offshore
wind energy development on wildlife. Journal of Environmental Planning and
Management, 59, 1-21.
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with lower life-cycle adverse effects to the environment (Ram 2011), yet there are
concerns that deployment of thousands of offshore turbines may lead to declines in
wildlife populations due to cumulative adverse effects (CAE). Understanding the
complexities of the effects of offshore wind energy development (OWED aka wind
farm) on wildlife, how they accumulate and whether this accumulation causes
population level impacts is a pressing multidisciplinary challenge, since over the
next decade OWED is expected to significantly expand in Europe and begin in the
United States.

Currently, over 6 gigawatts (GW) of offshore wind energy have been deployed in
Europe (EWEA 2013) and globally 77.4GW are predicted by 2021 (BTM Consult ApS
2012). The waters of 10 European countries contain 58 wind farms and nearly
2,000 offshore wind turbines (EWEA 2013). Deployment of OWED in the EU has the
potential to expand up to 40 GW by 2020 and up to 150 GW by 2030 (CEC 2008). In
the UK, 18 GW could be deployed by 2020 and 40 GW by 2030 (UKDECC 2011).
Deployment of offshore wind has yet to occur in the US; however, the US National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) estimates the potential capacity of offshore
wind power in the US as 4,200 GW (Lopez et al. 2012). The US Department of
Energy has set a goal of 54 GW, which would be approximately 5,000-8,000 turbines
in the water, deployed OWED by 2030 (DOE 2011).

While taxa dependent, effects to wildlife from OWED are direct (e.g., mortality and
injury) or indirect (e.g., general disturbance caused by the turbines and
9

maintenance vessels), and are caused by hazards such as noise from pile driving,
boat traffic, and lighting. Yet, the greater concern is how multiple OWEDs, combined
with other anthropogenic stressors, will affect wildlife populations through time
and space. These CAE are recognized as an important issue for birds (Drewitt and
Langston 2006, Fox et al. 2006, Larsen and Guillemette 2007, Masden et al. 2010,
Langston 2013), marine mammals (Dolman and Simmonds 2010), fish (Gill et al.
2012), and the environment in general (Boehlert and Gill 2010). However, with the
exception of several modeling efforts (see Masden et al. 2010, Poot et al. 2011,
Topping and Petersen 2011) and working groups (Norman et al. 2007, King et al.
2009), knowledge of CAE of OWED on wildlife remains relatively unexplored and
poorly understood.
Laws in the US, Canada, the UK, and the EU all require environmental assessments
as part of permitting and approval processes. While the exact language differs from
country to country, the laws explicitly recognize the accumulation through space
and time of human actions that degrade the environment; that an attempt to
ameliorate combined adverse effects of those actions should be made; and that
mitigation measures may be necessary when effects are unavoidable. Thus these
countries’ decision makers are required to consider the incremental and CAE of
anthropogenic actions on the environment and the potential alternatives to those
actions (CEQ 1997, Hegmann et al. 1999, Hyder 1999, Cooper 2004). Therefore
there is a critical need to better understand CAE from not only a scientific
perspective, but also a regulatory or legal perspective.
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In this article, we review the state of the knowledge on CAE of OWED on wildlife.
Throughout, we will use the term “cumulative adverse effects” or CAE. We will use
this in place of the terms “cumulative effects” or “cumulative impacts” that are used
in laws and regulations as well as academic papers. Broadly defined, CAE is the
accumulation of adverse effects over time and space. We begin with a synthesis of
ecological research on the direct and indirect effects of OWED. We then focus in on
CAE, explaining what is encompassed in CAE and the importance of CAE. Next we
delineate a framework for determining the scope of CAE assessment. We then
discuss mechanisms for alleviating CAE and critical uncertainties influencing
progress. This leads us to a discussion on how a collaborative stakeholder process
could address ongoing policy challenges.

Effects of OWED on Wildlife
Factors Leading to the CAE of OWED (project components and species-related)
Prior to investigating the CAE of OWED on wildlife, it is useful to review the adverse
effects of specific elements of offshore wind projects on wildlife. Such adverse
effects are a function of the physical hazards of OWED, species’ vulnerability
(behavioral and life history attributes), and exposure (duration and the geographic
extent to which wildlife interact with OWED) (modified from Crichton 1999, Kinlan
et al. 2013, Williams et al. in prep). Recognizing that the terms hazards,
vulnerability, and exposure are nuanced and have been applied in a variety of
manners, we define the terms as used in this paper below.
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The hazards OWED present to wildlife are the changes in environment caused by
the project components (i.e., turbines and network connections) during each
development phase (pre-construction, construction, operation, and
decommissioning) (modified from Williams et al. in prep), also described as
“impact-producing-factors” (BOEM 2012b, DOE 2013). The primary hazards are:
seismic surveys during pre-construction; support structure building (fixed bottom
and floating), trenching for electrical cables, and constructing cable landfall during
construction; the physical space occupied by the turbines and the entire OWED as
well as the electromagnetic fields (EMF) emitted from cables during operation; and
yet-to-be determined decommissioning activities (Table 2.1). The state of
knowledge on the adverse effects of OWED support structures on wildlife is
primarily focused on the noise generated by pile-driven monopiles. The
construction of other types of fixed-bottom support structures will generate less
noise: gravity-base structures will have no pile driving; the piles of jacket-support
structures are substantially smaller and thus have less noise generated during pile
driving and in hard soils can be inserted into pre-drilled holes. While the adverse
effects of floating offshore turbines on wildlife is poorly understood, wildlife
response may differ for slack or tension mooring systems that are tethered to the
seafloor with embedded anchors, piles, or gravity bases. Seafloor preparation and
decommissioning will also be different with these alternate support structures (J.
Manwell personal communication 2014). Exposure to wildlife will also be
influenced by turbine spacing, which is determined by turbine size (Manwell et al.
2009). As more efficient/larger turbines are developed, turbines will need to be
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placed further apart, increasing the footprint of the OWED. How wildlife will
respond to increased spacing has yet to be studied. During all operation phases,
increased boat traffic and lighting present additional hazards.

A species’ vulnerability is determined by the likelihood an individual will interact
with and respond to an OWED and that the response will adversely affect the
population (modified from Garthe and Huppop 2004, Furness et al. 2013). As such,
vulnerability overlaps with what some refer to as “meso- and micro-exposure”
(Burger et al. 2011). Our use of the term vulnerability does not encompass whether
or not the species’ is a priori more at risk as may be reflected by the species’
conservation status (Furness et al. 2013); rather, the level of a species’ vulnerability
depends upon behavioral traits of the species that increase its interaction with
OWED during breeding, foraging, and migrating. Once an individual encounters an
OWED, the behavioral response can either be an attraction or avoidance (macro and
micro scales). A species’ vulnerability also depends on a its life history and to what
extent adverse effects from individual responses to an OWED will lead to
demographic change (see Garthe and Huppop 2004, Furness et al. 2013).
Exposure refers to frequency and duration by which individuals interact with OWED
over a specific geographic area (modified from Williams et al. in prep). An increase
in the number of OWEDs will result in an increase in the exposure of a vulnerable
species to the hazards posed by OWEDs.
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Adverse Effects By Taxonomic Class
Adverse effects of OWED on wildlife vary by taxonomic group and offshore wind
energy development phase (Williams et al. in prep). The primary adverse effects for
all species are direct effects from OWED hazards that cause injury or death; indirect
effects of behavioral response (attraction and avoidance) to the turbine
construction and operation; and/or changes in habitat from all development phases
(see Drewitt and Langston 2006, Fox et al. 2006). The OWED hazards most likely to
cause adverse effects to fish, sea turtles, and marine mammals are seismic surveys
during pre-construction; pile driving during construction; and submerged
infrastructure present during operation. The OWED hazards most likely to cause
adverse effects for birds are the rotors and the project’s footprint, whereas bats will
likely be most affected primarily by the turbines (Table 2.2). The specific effect will
vary by a species’ life history. Below we delineate more specifically the adverse
effects of OWED on fish, sea turtles, marine mammals, and birds. As these effects
have not been studied comparatively, we describe effects documented by empirical
research yet do not provide a relative ranking of adverse effects.
Fish within a close proximity to pre-construction and construction activities will be
exposed to noise and pressure hazards. Pre-construction geophysical seismic
surveys that use air guns can lead to the direct effect of fish and egg mortality. The
surveys may also displace individuals, which can have the indirect effect of localized
changes in fisheries (Hirst and Rodhouse 2000). During construction, the hazard of
noise from pile driving may cause a decrease in clupeid abundance from the direct
14

effect of injury and mortality (Perrow et al. 2011) as well as hearing loss in fish
(Kikuchi 2010); the construction of alternate types of support structures such as
gravity bases or jackets will generate substantial less noise and pressure. The
turbidity and suspension of sediment from construction of foundations and cable
trenching may have indirect effects by causing localized changes in habitat and food
resources (Michel et al. 2007, Michel 2013). Indirect effects during operation may
include changes in habitat caused by scour protection at the turbine’s base. The
changes in habitat may lead to regime shifts (Burkhard and Gee 2012) and changes
in the biodiversity of the benthic community (Lindeboom et al. 2011); fish
aggregations from reef effects (Linley et al. 2007, Inger et al. 2009, Boswell et al.
2010); and localized behavioral response to operational sound (Kikuchi 2010) and
electromagnetic field (EMF) emitted from electric cables (Boehlert and Gill 2010,
Gill et al. 2012). Research has not conclusively determined if effects during different
development phases and from components will affect population trends, but the
composition of the ecosystem in the immediate vicinity of the OWED will likely
change.

Little is known about the effects of OWED on sea turtles. The hazard of increased
vessel traffic during all phases of development may have the direct effect of higher
rates of turtle/boat collisions. Pre-construction activities such as geophysical
surveys may have direct localized effects of hearing damage and indirect effects
such as behavioral changes (MMS 2007). During construction, due to their inability
to avoid construction equipment, hatchlings maybe at greater risk of direct
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mortality from pile driving and trenching (MMS 2007). If explosives are used during
construction or decommissioning, turtles may be killed or injured (Continental Shelf
Associates 2004). Although light is known to affect sea turtle behavior (Salmon
2003), how adult and juvenile sea turtles will respond to lit construction vessels and
turbines is poorly understood.
Similarly, marine mammals may be adversely affected during all stages of OWED.
Pre-construction surveys that generate noise can directly affect marine mammals by
causing hearing damage and injury and indirectly affect them by causing behavioral
responses (MMS 2007). These adverse effects can also be caused by noise generated
by pile driving during OWED construction (David 2006, Madsen et al. 2006, McCann
2012), but species could have different responses and there remains uncertainty on
the effects of pile driving on marine mammals (Thompson et al. 2010). Additionally,
little is known about how marine mammals will respond to the mooring lines of
floating turbines, which could create a collision hazard. Seals can be temporally
displaced from haul-out sites from pile-driving noise during construction, though to
date, no long-term effects have been found (Edren et al. 2010). Once constructed,
the effect of the turbines is more uncertain. Porpoises have been displaced from
OWEDs (Tougaard et al. 2005), but may habituate to the turbines, or the reef effect
may provide an increase in prey availability (Teilmann et al. 2012). During
operation the physical structure of the turbines and the noise generated by the
turbines may cause cetaceans to avoid the OWED and thus indirectly result in the
loss of feeding and mating habitat, and disrupt migratory routes. Floating turbines
may lead to fewer indirect effects; however, there could be direct effects if marine
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mammals collide with mooring lines. Decommissioning activities are not expected
to have significant adverse effects (MMS 2007). Vessel traffic during any stage of
OWED can increase the opportunity for a marine mammal/boat collisions (McCann
2012) which can cause direct mortality (Waring et al. 2009, Allen et al. 2011) during
all development phases. Since large cetaceans are generally absent around
operating OWEDs in the U.K. and Europe, actual effects on large cetaceans will not
be fully understood until OWEDs are built in the US.

Turbine operation is likely the primary cause of adverse effects on birds. Preconstruction and construction activities are poorly studied, yet since they have
lower direct impacts and temporally limited indirect impacts, they are expected to
result in fewer adverse effects. Decommissioning activities are expected to have
“negligible” effect on birds (MMS 2007). Fox et al. (2006) describes three factors
that lead to adverse effects during operation of OWED: direct effects of collision
mortality; indirect effects of avoidance response; and physical habitat modification.
Collisions generally occur in two ways: birds collide with the superstructure or
rotors during operation, or birds are forced to the ground due to the vortex created
by the moving rotors (Drewitt and Langton 2006, Fox et al. 2006). While an
estimated 573,000 bird are killed a year at terrestrial wind farms in the US
(Smallwood 2013), few direct mortalities have been observed at OWED sites
(Pettersson 2005, Petersen et al. 2006), with the notable exception of a coastal wind
project located directly adjacent to a tern colony in Belgium (Everaert and Stienen
2007). The dearth of empirical evidence on direct mortality may reflect actual low
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mortality rates, or it may result from methodological challenges in detecting bird
fatalities at OWED sites and a lack of extensive post-construction collision studies.
In terms of displacement of birds, while OWED may invoke an avoidance reaction
from some species, it may attract or cause no change in behavior in others (Fox et al.
2006, Krijgsveld et al. 2011, Lindeboom et al. 2011). Detecting avoidance response
is stymied by challenges in conducting pre- and post-construction studies that have
enough statistical power to detect a significant change (Lapena et al. 2013, Maclean
et al. 2013). Nonetheless, avoidance responses have been documented for many
species of waterbirds (Desholm and Kahlert 2005, Percival 2010, Lindeboom et al.
2011, Plonczkier and Simms 2012). Initial avoidance may cease several years after
construction as food resources, behavioral responses, or other factors change
(Petersen and Fox 2007, Leonhard et al. 2013). Birds that avoid the area completely
experience a de facto habitat loss (Drewitt and Langston 2006, Masden et al. 2009,
Petersen et al. 2011, Langston 2013).

Little is known about how bats will respond to OWEDs during any development
phase. Bats are present in the offshore environment in both Europe (Boshamer and
Bekker 2008, Ahlen et al. 2009) and the US (Grady and Olson 2006, Cryan and
Brown 2007, Johnson et al. 2011, Hatch et al. 2013, Pelletier et al. 2013a) and have
recently been detected at an OWED in the Netherlands (Poerink et al. 2013). In the
US the bats detected offshore have primarily been migratory tree bats (Grady and
Olson 2006, Cryan and Brown 2007, Hatch et al. 2013). At terrestrial wind projects
in the US, 880,000 bats are estimated to be killed annually (Smallwood 2013) from
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direct collision mortality and barotrauma (Cryan and Barclay 2009). These
fatalities, which affect predominantly migratory tree-roosting bats (Kunz et al.
2007), may occur when mating bats are attracted to turbines (Cryan 2008). Thus
collision mortality during operation of OWEDs is the most likely direct adverse
effect. Effects of decommissioning are unknown but are likely insignificant.

Accumulation of Adverse Effects of OWED on Wildlife
Most research has focused on the effects of a single OWED on wildlife. However,
given the scale of projected future deployment of OWED, many authors raise the
concern that the effects from a single OWED could accumulate over multiple
projects (see Drewitt and Langston 2006, Fox et al. 2006, Larsen and Guillemette
2007, Masden et al. 2009, Dolman and Simmonds 2010, Masden et al. 2010, Gill et al.
2012, Langston 2013). Cumulative adverse effects refers to the combined effects of
multiple anthropogenic actions through space and time (MacDonald 2000); it
represents a metric of total human impact to the ecosystem. First, the fitness of an
individual in a population is reduced via its interaction with a hazard posed by
OWED. Second, the effects of multiple OWED on that individual and others
accumulate into population level declines (Figure 2.1). In this section, we focus
solely on how the presence of multiple OWEDs may result in CAE. Then in below we
discuss a broader conceptualization of cumulative adverse effects, which includes
anthropogenic hazards beyond OWED.
While scholars vary in the manner in which they categorize adverse effects (Bain et
al. 1986, CEQ 1997, Hyder 1999, MacDonald 2000, Cooper 2004, Crain et al. 2008)
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and a dominant typology has yet to be developed, adverse effects on an individual
can occur primarily through direct and indirect pathways (hereafter, referred to as
effects pathways). Direct effects are the result of a stimulus-response relationship
(Bain et al. 1986, Canter and Kamath 1995), meaning there is a clear cause-effect
relationship between the effects on wildlife and an anthropogenic action such as
mortality from colliding with a turbine. Indirect effects are second- or third-level
effects, and occur away from the project or through multiple effects pathways
(Hyder 1999). For example, fish abundance could increase due to a de facto fishing
exclusion zone at an OWED; this abundance of fish might attract additional birds,
which in turn could change the number of collision mortalities.

Adverse effects on individuals can combine interactively causing CAE and thus
population level declines. Interacting effects are sometimes referred to as
multivariate effects (Bain et al. 1996). Interacting effects may be additive (CAE = a +
b), synergistic/supra-additive (CAE > a + b), or countervailing (CAE < a + b), where
“a” and “b” represent the effects of separate actions (adapted from Irving et al. 1986,
Canter and Kamath 1995, CEQ 1997, Crain et al. 2008). Effects are likely to be
additive for long-lived/low-productivity species that experience mortality from
multiple OWEDs (Drewitt and Langston 2006) or for wildlife that expend additional
energy to avoid multiple wind farms within a migratory corridor (Masden et al.
2009).

Irrespective of the interaction mechanisms, the primary concern is that even when
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the individual effects of separate actions (a & b above) are below a threshold of
harm, cumulative adverse effects may exceed the amount a population can
withstand and still remain viable. While, as described above, we have some basic
expectations regarding the potential adverse effects of OWED on individual wildlife,
in-depth understanding of how those effects translate into population level effects is
confounded by significant information gaps (Williams et al. in prep). A paucity of
knowledge on the demographic patterns that shape population dynamics confounds
the delineation of population baselines. In particular, for many species there is a
lack of knowledge on population trends and vital rates (e.g., adult survival), as well
as how OWED will affect factors regulating and limiting the populations.
More research has focused on the CAE of OWED on birds than other taxonomic
classes. Existing analyses of demographic changes to some species of birds have
found little evidence of population-level CAE via direct collision mortality (Poot et
al. 2011), displacement (Topping and Petersen 2011), and cumulative habitat loss
due to displacement (Busch et al. 2013). Yet not all future build-out scenarios and
species of birds have been assessed. Moreover, for other species and taxonomic
classes, basic natural history information on when they maybe exposed to OWED
hazards and information on micro and macro avoidance rates is lacking. Improving
knowledge of the CAE of OWED is complicated by the migratory nature of some
species, which are only exposed to OWED during a portion of their life cycle, and by
the fact that direct effects such as collision mortality may be significant yet rare, and
therefore is hard to measure. As explained below, knowledge of baseline and
wildlife responses is essential not only for assessing CAE, but also for development
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of mitigation strategies.
The Scope of CAE Assessments of OWED on Wildlife
Conceptually, CAE is all encompassing: it includes all effects from all anthropogenic
stressors on all species, with no spatial or temporal constraints. Yet in practice,
every effect and interaction cannot be understood or analyzed. Limitations of data,
analytical methods, resources to conduct assessments, and an understanding of how
effects interact constrain the extent and depth of the analysis. A critical step to move
from a theoretical discussion of CAE to an applied analysis via an Environmental
Impact Statement is to define the scope of assessments.

Through the turn of the century, CAE was not well represented in environmental
assessments (Burris and Canter 1997, Cooper and Canter 1997, Baxter et al. 2001,
Cooper and Sheate 2002) and the need for greater guidance on CAE assessments
was well recognized (Canter and Kamath 1995, MacDonald 2000, Piper 2001,
Cooper and Sheate 2002). Governments and academics throughout Europe and
North America devised CAE analysis guidelines for environmental assessment
regulations (CEQ 1997, Hegmann et al. 1999, Hyder 1999, Cooper 2004). While
these guidance documents are non-binding, they provide recommendations for
conducting CAE assessments, including determining source, spatial, and temporal
scope. Nonetheless, even after development of these guidelines, CAE assessments
continue to be challenged in court for having an inadequate analysis scope (Smith
2006, Schultz 2012).
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While the guidelines developed for CAE assessment provide a general framework
that could be used for any environmental assessment, they do not provide sufficient
recommendations on how to address issues specific to OWED and wildlife.
Development of a guidance document designed expressly for the OWED industry
has been recognized as a critical need in the UK (Renewable UK 2011;2013).
Guidelines would provide an applied CAE definition, assessment procedures, and
expectations for how CAE assessments are presented in environmental impact
statements (Ma et al. 2012). This guidance could complement US Bureau of Ocean
Energy Management’s (BOEM) current efforts to develop recommendations for
environmental surveys at proposed OWEDs.
As per the work in Europe by King et al. (2009), Masden et al. (2010), and others,
three inter-related elements that need to be included in an OWED-specific guideline
on scoping the CAE of OWED on wildlife are: identification of hazards; evaluation of
species’ vulnerability, including baselines, effects pathways, and effects thresholds;
and delineation of exposure, including spatial and temporal boundaries.

Identification of Hazards Includes:
Understanding the source
CAE result from a variety of anthropogenic stressors. These stressors may be
homotypic, i.e., multiple developments of the same type, or heterotypic, i.e., multiple
developments of different types (Irving et al. 1986). Adverse effects of OWED are
not isolated from other anthropogenic stressors and CAE sources for any given
species are likely heterotypic, including but not limited to aquaculture, fishing,
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linear infrastructure, shipping, military activities, dredging, gravel mining, fossil fuel
extraction, pollution, and climate change (MMS 2007, Renewable UK 2013).
Accounting for all anthropogenic stressors and understanding how one OWED may
incrementally contribute to existing adverse effects is difficult if not impossible.
Beyond qualitative assessments, heterotypic source effects have been addressed
through proxies, such as existing species management plans, established viable
population levels, maximum sustained harvest, or an established trend trajectory. In
those cases, heterotypic source effects are accounted for via the population targets,
which have theoretically taken into account other stressors on the population (see
below discussion on thresholds). Another approach to managing heterotypic
sources has been to use ecosystem-based management and ocean zoning that
incorporates the adverse effects from multiple sectors into decision making
(Halpern et al. 2008).

Understanding the effects pathway
As explained above, the CAE of multiple OWEDs can be additive, synergistic, or
countervailing. A lack of empirical evidence on the interactions between adverse
effects impedes accurate assessment of CAE. Given these uncertainties, a
conservative approach presumes effects are additive (Masden et al. 2010).
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Evaluating Species’ Vulnerability Includes:
Refining the receptors
While all species that come into contact with OWED will be affected in some manner
(Hegmann et al. 1999, Canter 2012), practically understanding CAE requires focused
inquiry into the most sensitive receptors, defined as “any ecological or other feature
that is sensitive to, or has the potential to be affected by, an action” (Masden et al.
2010, 2). A receptor is also sometimes called a valued ecosystem component
(Hegmann et al. 1999). Assessment of CAE of OWED on wildlife thus would focus on
species known to be vulnerable to the hazards posed by OWEDs (see Garthe and
Huppop 2004, Desholm 2009, Furness et al. 2013, Willmott et al. 2013). The actual
species to be included in the assessment will depend on the geographic location of
the project and should be selected based upon being listed as a species of concern,
being present in an OWED during critical life stages, having behavioral traits that
increase exposure, having been detected in protected areas adjacent to a proposed
OWED (King et al. 2009, Masden et al. 2010), or being important to stakeholders
(Hegmann et al. 1999). Focusing analysis on vulnerable receptors will serve both to
understand the adverse effects on species expected to be most vulnerable to OWED
hazards, as well as provide insight into how similar species may be affected.

Having clear baselines
Once the receptors have been defined, a baseline needs to be determined for each. A
baseline is a metric that describes the state of the receptor prior to the
implementation of OWED. Often, population level is used as a baseline metric. A
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decline of population levels post implementation of OWED relative to the baseline
could indicate an adverse effect of the OWED on the receptor. Due to variation in a
species’ presence over time and over space, determination of the baseline is not
straightforward. In many cases there are neither current nor historic data on
species abundance in the offshore environment at a particular location (BRP 2006,
Geo-Marine Inc. 2010, Thompson et al. 2010, Langston 2013, Pelletier et al. 2013b).
In the absence of a historic baseline, monitoring trends can be used to measure the
effects of OWED on wildlife (Hyder 1999, Cooper 2004, Masden et al. 2010, Canter
2012).

Stating a threshold
Implicit in measuring CAE against a baseline or in monitoring population trends is
the premise that there exists a threshold of adverse effects that should not be
exceeded. This threshold will vary from receptor to receptor, depending on the
species population dynamics. For example, for species that are rare, long-lived, and
have low annual reproduction, the loss of one individual may cross a critical
population threshold. Conversely, for species that are common, short lived, and have
high annual reproductive output, the loss of several hundred or even a thousand
individuals might not cause a decline in the global population.
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Delineation of Exposure Includes:
Determining temporal boundaries
The temporal boundary is a critical element in understanding CAE. Three aspects of
the temporal boundary include 1) the duration of sustained adverse effects on the
receptor, which can be measured via the lifespan of the project from
preconstruction through decommissioning (Hegmann et al. 1999); 2) past, present,
and future anthropogenic actions that incrementally contribute to CAE (MacDonald
2000); and 3) the life history traits of a receptor that dictate the seasonal and life
stage when a receptor is exposed to the action (Masden et al. 2010).

Determining spatial boundaries
Like temporal boundaries, spatial boundaries are an important component to
understanding CAE and include the interplay of a biologically relevant geographic
unit (e.g., species range, watershed, or ecoregion) and a geographic development
envelope (e.g., geopolitical boundaries or an area developed homotypically).
Collectively, this creates the spatial area within which a new action is considered
along with other anthropogenic actions affecting the receptor. For the biological
spatial unit, Masden et al. (2010) specify that the following should be considered:
spatial scale of the population being affected (i.e., local, regional, or global); how the
population is using the space (e.g., sub-population or entire population); at what life
stage the birds are interacting with the project (e.g., migration, breeding, wintering);
and the area in which the effect will actually occur. Regarding the development area,
MacDonald (2000) suggests that for policy decisions, large-scale assessments are
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most useful, and for project decisions, a smaller area should be considered. Canter
and Kamath (1995, 330) recommend boundaries be based upon “natural
interrelationships between biophysical environment features, man-generated
interrelationships between socioeconomic environment features, and the
geographical locations of expected impacts.”

The elements discussed above describe the primary elements to include in scoping
guidelines, but would require further refinement and detail. Formalized guidelines
would provide consistency and parity between projects, and would facilitate
incorporation of project-based assessments into regional decision-making.
Guidelines would also provide certainty for developers on the assessment and
mitigation permitting requirements.

Mitigating the CAE of OWED on Wildlife
A principal reason for CAE assessment is that through analyzing the potential
adverse effects of OWED, mitigation mechanisms can be identified. Mitigation
includes avoidance of adverse effects through siting, minimizing the adverse effects
when they cannot be avoided through management, and compensating for adverse
effects by replacing losses or reducing other anthropogenic stressors.
Implementation of mitigation is a challenging policy problem because it requires
identification of cause-effect relationships, assignation of responsibility for action,
and the selection of a location for compensatory measures.
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Avoidance and minimization of adverse effects begins by addressing the direct and
indirect effects of individual OWEDs (see Drewitt and Langston 2006 and Cook et al.
2011). Avoidance entails siting OWEDs away from high biological productivity areas
of the ocean that are critical habitat for wildlife as well as significant migratory
routes. To do so requires both an understanding of how oceanographic features are
related to wildlife concentrations (e.g., bathymetry, upwelling areas, and confluence
of currents) and where those areas are located. Baseline natural resource surveys
can inform efforts by regional decision making entities and government agencies to
direct development away from these areas. Minimizing the direct and indirect
effects at a project level requires consideration of OWED design (e.g., layout and
turbine spacing), changes to turbine design (e.g., size, paint schemes, blade
technology, lighting, support structure), use of different operational methodologies
(e.g., timing of construction, bubble nets, support vessel travel speed, blade cut-in
speed, curtailment during migration), and implementation of adaptive management
(e.g., curtailing turbines that are causing the greatest adverse effects).

When adverse effects due to OWED cannot be avoided or sufficiently minimized,
mitigation can include compensation. Examples of compensation include protecting
or expanding existing breeding habitat, such as seabird nesting islands; reducing
mortality of adults of long-lived species, such as in marine mammal boat collisions
or fisheries by-catch (birds, sea turtle, non-target vulnerable fish species); or
controlling pollutants such as mercury that reduce reproductive success. Whereas
many of these compensatory actions may be merited for reasons unrelated to the
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OWED and may in fact already be underway, the premise of compensation as a form
of mitigation is that it would be designed and implemented to counteract the
specific additional effects caused by a particular OWED. While “no net loss” is often a
criteria for determining the scope of compensatory mitigation, lags in
implementation can lead to a net habitat loss over time (Bendor 2009). Therefore,
mitigation will require careful consideration of the temporal nature of impacts and
sustained monitoring of mitigation measures to ensure compensation is truly
achieved.

The ideal location of compensatory actions will vary by species and by OWED
project. In some instances, it may be appropriate for compensation to occur a
significant distance away from the hazard. For example, when adverse effects occur
within a migratory pathway, compensation near the OWED hazard might be
ineffective because there are few mechanisms that could enhance individual
survivorship or increase reproductive success at the project site. Yet losses could
potentially be compensated for hundreds of kilometers away by enhancing
resources at breeding sites to increase reproductive success or by reducing nonOWED hazards near breeding sites and improving individual survivorship. The
European Commission Guidance document on Article 6(4) of the ‘Habitats Directive’
92/43/EEC, recommends compensation should i) occur within the same
biogeographic or within the same range, migration route or wintering area for bird
species, ii) create the same ecological structure and functions as those lost, and iii)
be designed to avoid jeopardizing other conservation objectives. Ideally,
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compensation is considered first at the project site, second outside of the site but
within a common topographical or landscape unit, and third in a different
topographic or landscape unit (Habitat 2007).

Given current understandings and technical expertise, predicting adverse effects
and measuring the effectiveness of mitigation measures subsequent to their
implementation is not yet a reality. Challenges exist particularly with respect to
compensation; hence Bronner et al (2013) argue avoidance and minimization
should be prioritized. In the marine system, compensation often entails creating
habitat for species or ecosystem services that were not originally adversely affected
by the original action but are important to stakeholders (Levrel H. et al. 2012).
Compensatory actions thereby are not always effective in replacing lost ecological
resources (Doyle and Shields 2012, Bronner et al. 2013), and sometimes replication
does not succeed (Brown 2001).

A lack of strong evidence between cause (OWED hazards) and effect (population
declines) impedes attribution of adverse effects (direct, indirect, or cumulative) to a
particular OWED, subsequently hindering management of CAE. If the hazards of a
proposed OWED cannot be linked to expected population declines, or the benefits of
mitigation measures cannot be satisfactorily demonstrated, it is difficult for
responsible statutory agencies to institute regulatory or policy measures to deny
siting at a particular location or to compel a developer undertake costly mitigation
measures.
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Critical Uncertainties
Despite the above described progress towards understanding the effects of OWED
on wildlife, a number of uncertainties remain that plague assessment and mitigation
activities. While scientific uncertainties arising from incomplete understandings of
cause-effect relationships leading to adverse effects are critical barriers,
uncertainties in policy processes also hinder progress. These uncertainties are
connected in that reducing scientific uncertainties is reliant upon collection, sharing,
and analysis of data, the responsibility for which remains distinctly unclear.
Moreover, both improved understandings of cause-effect relationships and
governance processes are needed to attribute responsibility for mitigation actions.

As described above, major limitations to determining these cause-effect
relationships arise from significant data gaps. Knowledge of basic parameters, such
as population levels, trends, and vital rates, confounds delineation of baseline
populations and determining rates of population decline. Thus there is a paucity of
information on baseline conditions (Smith 2006). Data from monitoring that can be
used to iteratively assess CAE (Schultz 2010) could help improve the knowledge
base. Yet responsibility for data collection, species monitoring, data sharing, and
analysis needs to be clarified (Piper 2001).
From a policy perspective, a key issue is attribution of responsibility for collecting,
storing, and analyzing the data on the multiplicity of stressors and receptors to be
included in CAE assessments. There are financial and technical constraints to what a
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single OWED developer can achieve (Piper 2001). Moreover, the data needed for a
CAE assessment may be proprietary and not publically available or compiled. As
such, it is also difficult for a single developer to incorporate consideration of the
impacts of other potential projects into a CAE assessment. This points to the need
for regional efforts by government, or non-government organizations that compile
information. Such efforts could both increase the ability of scientific studies to
improve understandings of effects pathways and improve decision-making by
enabling regulators to conduct regional assessments of the interactions across
multiple OWED projects.
Collaborative governance processes, private-public partnerships, and stakeholder
processes have emerged to engage with these unanswered questions regarding the
uncertainty of cause-effect relationships and attribution of responsibility. These
processes move towards a “pragmatic approach” of CAE assessments as described
by Parkins (2011). The pragmatic approach depolarizes decision-making and is
grounded in deliberative democracy where all participants engage in rigorous
debate and are willing to revise their position. This is in contrast to the common
form of cumulative effects assessments dominated by either a “technocratic
approach” that is focused on analytical, data driven modeling, or the “decisionistic”
approach in which influential players make unilateral decisions based upon their
own political interests (Parkins 2011). A pragmatic approach would also allow for a
broader integrated risk analysis that incorporates the climate change mitigative
qualities of OWED and the adverse effect from fossil-fuel energy decision making
(Ram 2011). Example of such approaches include the multidisciplinary stakeholder
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processes of the Collaborative Offshore Wind Research Into The Environment
(COWRIE) and the Strategic Ornithological Support Services (SOSS) in the UK,
We@Sea in Europe, and the National Wind Coordinating Committee (NWCC) in the
US. Each of these processes has brought together developers, regulators, and NGO
leaders to identify and respond to key environmental issues around wind projects.
Bringing together this group of stakeholders has changed the nature of regulatory
processes, shifting the emphasis from who/which OWED is responsible to what the
OWED community as a whole can do to reduce CAE. These groups reduce
uncertainty for the regulated community and seek to minimize CAE of OWED to
wildlife by establishing best practices (see Drewitt and Langston 2006); agreeing on
assessment scope via early dialog between stakeholders and the government
(Renewable UK 2013); facilitating the sharing of data collected at particular
projects; focusing research on critical information gaps; and determining reasonable
mitigation measures.

Discussion
If countries in the US and Europe meet their 2030 goals for offshore wind energy,
thousands of turbines in coastal and offshore waters will be deployed. This future
build-out is likely to have adverse effects on wildlife. In the above review, we
explained that the direct and indirect effects of OWED on wildlife are a function of
hazards (changes to the environment by OWED), vulnerability (the likelihood a
species will interact and respond to an OWED), and exposure (the duration that
individuals interact with OWED over a specific geographic area). These individual
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adverse effects accumulate additively, synergistically, or in a countervailing manner
through an increase of spatial and temporal exposure. To prevent population
declines, it is essential that we develop effective practices for the assessment and
mitigation of these CAE.

Yet our review and analysis of the assessment of CAE of OWED on wildlife
illuminates a number of inter-related challenges with assessment and compensatory
mitigation of CAE. Insufficient baseline and wildlife response data impede
identifying effects pathways and accumulation resulting from both homo- and
heterotypic hazards and their interactions. Technology and financial limitations
(e.g., detecting collision mortality of birds and bats over the open ocean) constrain
determination of direct effects. Identification of indirect effects (e.g., reduced
individual fitness from avoidance response leading to lower reproductive success) is
hampered by the fact that such effects may be separated spatial and temporally
from an OWED project. Moreover, since CAE occurs through incremental
accumulation of adverse effects, the effects caused by one project may in isolation
not lead to population declines, but when combined with effects from other homoand heterotypic sources (e.g., minerals extraction, fishing, climate change) would
cause a population decline. Lastly, since population dynamics are highly complex
and factors that adversely affect one species may be inconsequential to others (see
Newton 2013), the factors causing CAE will vary significantly from one species or
taxonomic group to another.
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Assessment of CAE of OWED on wildlife is further complicated by a lack of clarity
regarding what constitutes CAE and the extent of factors (temporal, special
boundaries, species to be included, etc.) to be considered in the analysis. Guidelines
for CAE assessments, which aim to address questions on scoping, are broad and
guidelines specific to the CAE of OWED on wildlife need to be developed.

Resolution of the challenges of CAE assessment and mitigation is both a scientific
and a policy conundrum. From a science perspective, greater knowledge and data is
needed about wildlife populations and how they respond to OWED. Methodological
improvements also need to be made on assessment of CAE. Yet the need for
improving the science is compounded by the policy issue of responsibility. Currently
in the US the onus for a CAE assessment for a specific project falls de facto to the
OWED project developer, who, in the process of addressing disclosure
requirements, sets the stage for scientific improvements. Yet there are limits both to
the information available to a developer and to the resources the developer can put
towards CAE assessment. While a developer will have detailed information about
their actions, baseline population level data and information on concurrent hazards,
including other projects planned or under construction, may be beyond the purview
of the developer. This information gap suggests CAE assessment may be best
accomplished through a two-stage process in which the developer assesses certain
elements of CAE, and regional scale assessments fall to a regulating governing body.
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A second science and policy issue arises in relation to the burden of mitigation. Due
to CAE accumulating from a variety of both hetero- and homotypic hazards and
uncertainty in effects pathways, attribution of responsibility for action is unclear. A
sector-specific approach to CAE assessment of OWED on wildlife could enable the
burden of mitigation to be assigned on a project-by-project basis, yet such an
approach would discount heterotypic effects (e.g., fisheries bycatch). Until science
progresses to the point where effects can be specifically attributed to each hazard,
resolution of this issue will be, of necessity, a political determination.

Given that the offshore wind industry is still in a nascent stage, there is no
immediate answer to these policy conundrums. The deployment of additional
turbines will provide the opportunity to improve the understandings of wildlife
response to OWED, through in situ studies by developers as well as regional baseline
research. Nonetheless, due to the complexity of CAE, uncertainties will still remain.
Thus there is a need for more meaningful engagement on the topic of how to
manage CAE in the face of uncertainty. The private-public collaborations in the UK
and Europe (COWRIE, SOSS, or WE@SEA) discussed above are a start in this
direction. Collaborative governance efforts could assist in developing consistent
research questions, standard methodologies, and data sharing mechanisms,
allowing stakeholders to iteratively inform each other of new understandings of
adverse effects that accumulate to cause CAE. A notable challenge, however, is how
to achieve this sharing of information while simultaneously protecting companies’
proprietary information.
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In sum, the development of OWED in the US and the expansion of current capacity in
the UK and Europe has significant momentum. Mitigating adverse effects that
accumulate to affect populations will require clear definitions and thresholds,
delegation of responsibility, careful analysis, a deliberative regulatory process, and
strong private-public partnerships.
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Table 2.1. Primary OWED hazards to wildlife: Cause.
Development
phase
Preconstruction

Hazard source

Hazard

Seismic profiling
Seismic profiling

Noise, pressure
Noise, pressure

Construction

Development
component
Turbines
Network
Connection
Turbines

Pile driving
Trenching

Operation

Network
Connection
Turbines

Turbines, wind farm
footprint, mooring lines
Electrical cable

Noise, pressure, turbidity,
sedimentation, physical alteration of
habitat
Turbidity, sedimentation, physical
alteration of habitat
Disturbed air space, turbulence, noise,
permanently altered habitat
EMF

Decommissioning activities
Decommissioning activities

Unknown
Unknown

Boat traffic, lighting

Disturbed marine habitat, noise,
turbulence, light

Decommissioning
All phases

Network
Connection
Turbines
Network
Connection
All components
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Table 2.2. Primary adverse effects of OWED hazards to wildlife: Effect.
Taxon

Vulnerable characteristic

Fish

Sensitive to habitat alterations, EMF, and
noise; present at all OWEDs

Sea turtle

Sensitive to EMF and noise; inability to
escape boat hazards; widespread
abundance.
Long-lived/high adult survival/low
annual reproductive rate; widespread
abundance; sensitive to sound; inability
to escape boat hazards
Long-lived/high adult survival/low
annual reproductive rate; fly at rotor
height; attraction to and avoidance of
turbines
Long-lived/high adult survival/low
annual reproductive rate; attraction to
turbines

Marine
mammal
Bird

Bat

Vulnerable life
stage
All

Primary
exposure
All

All but nesting

All

All

Construction

Mortality, injury, hearing
damage from noise,
behavioral alteration

Breeding,
migrating,
wintering

Operation

Mortality, injury,
displacement

Migrating

Operation

Mortality
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Adverse effect
Mortality, injury,
displacement, habitat
alteration, reef effect
Mortality, injury,
behavioral alteration

Figure 2.1. The process of the cumulative adverse effects of offshore wind energy
development on wildlife. Homotypic OWED hazards, as well as other heterotypic
sources, directly/indirectly adversely affect vulnerable receptors. These adverse
effects accumulate as vulnerable receptors are repeatedly exposed through time and
space to the OWED hazards via additive, synergistic, and countervailing pathways.
The adverse effects of the exposure of vulnerable receptors to OWED hazards can
then accumulate to a degree that a population threshold is passed.
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CHAPTER 3
DEVELOPING A DETERMINISTIC GEOSPATIAL DECISION-SUPPORT MODEL TO
ASSESS THE CUMULATIVE EXPOSURE OF WILDLIFE TO OFFSHORE WIND
ENERGY DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS
Abstract
Assessments of cumulative adverse effects (CAE) must first calculate the cumulative
exposure of a wildlife population to a hazard and then estimate how the exposure
will affect the population. Our research responds to the first need by developing a
deterministic, geospatial decision-support model designed to assess how wildlife
are cumulatively exposed to the hazard of multiple offshore wind energy
developments (OWEDs). The model assesses cumulative exposure by identifying all
locations where OWED could occur, placing wind farms within this suitability layer,
and then overlaying wind engineering and biological data sets. The first model
output is a wildlife cumulative exposure curve for different OWED siting decisions.
The second output is a cumulative exposure index that ranks which OWED siting
decisions will have the greatest influence on wildlife cumulative exposure. Together
these outputs will provide stakeholders valuable information about how OWED
patterns will cumulatively expose wildlife, which could be used to guide regional
siting decisions.

Introduction
Worldwide, governments and industries are looking to increase the production of
electricity from offshore wind. This movement stems from a strong interest in
diversifying energy sources, reducing the carbon intensity of global energy
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production as a way to address climate change, and the need to meet growing
coastal demands for electricity. Offshore wind is framed as an energy alternative
with lower life-cycle adverse effects to the environment than fossil fuel electricity
production (Ram 2011); however, there are concerns that deployment of offshore
turbines may lead to declines in wildlife populations. While today there is only one,
five-turbine (0.03 gigawatts [GW]) offshore wind project in the U.S. (Deepwater
Wind 2016), the U.S. National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) estimates the
potential capacity of offshore wind power in the U.S. to be 4,200 GW (Lopez et al.
2012). The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has set a goal of 54 GW installed by
2030 (DOE 2011); and DOE has developed a scenario for 86GW to be installed by
2050 (DOE 2016). Reaching the 54 GW goal would lead to approximately 5,0008,000 turbines deployed in U.S. waters (Goodale and Milman 2016). The prospect of
thousands of turbines in U.S. oceans means that understanding the complexities of
the effects of offshore wind energy development on wildlife is a pressing and
immediate multidisciplinary challenge.

While taxa dependent, effects to wildlife from offshore wind energy development
(OWED) are direct (e.g., mortality) or indirect (e.g., general disturbance caused by
the turbines; Goodale and Milman 2016). The adverse effects of a single OWED are
important, but a greater concern is how multiple OWEDs, combined with other
anthropogenic stressors, will affect wildlife populations through time and space.
These cumulative adverse effects (CAE) of OWED on wildlife are recognized as an
important issue for birds (Drewitt and Langston 2006, Fox et al. 2006, Larsen and
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Guillemette 2007, Masden et al. 2010, Langston 2013); marine mammals (Dolman
and Simmonds 2010); fish (Gill et al. 2012); and the environment in general
(Boehlert and Gill 2010).

The risk of CAE of OWED on wildlife is poorly researched and processes for
assessing the risk of CAE within permitting processes are underdeveloped (Burris
and Canter 1997, Cooper and Canter 1997, Baxter et al. 2001, Cooper and Sheate
2002, Duinker and Greig 2006). Consequently, CAE assessments vary within and
across regulatory agencies (MMS 2007;2009, BOEM 2012a, Army Corps of
Engineers 2014) as well as between National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
processes (MMS 2007;2009, Army Corps of Engineers 2014). Uncertainty about how
to conduct assessments and evaluate CAE is a cause for delays in OWED permitting
and the source of inconsistency in how CAE is addressed in environmental
assessments (Masden et al. 2015, Willsteed et al. 2017). With the exception of
several modeling efforts (see Masden et al. 2010, Poot et al. 2011, Topping and
Petersen 2011) and working groups (Norman et al. 2007, King et al. 2009),
knowledge of CAE of OWED on wildlife remains relatively unexplored. Existing
efforts are limited to conceptual models (Masden et al. 2010, Willsteed et al. 2017),
geographically limited scopes (Poot et al. 2011), single species (Topping and
Petersen 2011), and finite development scenarios (Busch et al. 2013). Therefore,
there is a need to develop new processes for assessing CAE.
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Assessments of CAE must calculate the cumulative exposure of a wildlife population
to a hazard and then estimate how the exposure will affect the population (Goodale
and Milman 2016). Our research responds to the first need by developing a
customizable deterministic, geospatial decision support model (“CE model”) that
analyzes the relationships between OWED siting decisions and cumulative wildlife
exposure. The CE model estimates the cumulative exposure of wildlife to the
homotypic stressor of OWED by identifying all locations where OWED could occur,
placing wind farms within this suitability layer, and then overlaying wind
engineering and biological data sets to develop two outputs. The first model output,
the cumulative exposure (CE) curve, is a graphical representation of how OWED
siting decisions affect wildlife cumulative exposure. The second model output, the
CE index, identifies the OWED siting decisions that will cause highest initial rates of
cumulative exposure.

In this paper, we provide an overview of the model, describe data inputs and the
model analysis process, and explain model outputs. To illustrate the use of the
model, we also present and interpret hypothetical model results. We conclude with
a discussion on further model development. The paper demonstrates the utility of
the CE model, a novel method that has significant value in informing regional and
project-specific planning.
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Model Description
Overview of the Model
To assess the cumulative exposure of wildlife to OWED, the CE model undertakes a
series of sequential calculations (Figure 3.1). The initial step is to establish the
spatial scope of analysis (CEQ 1997, Canter 2012, Willsteed et al. 2017). An “OWED
building suitability layer” is developed, which sets the spatial scope of the analysis
using jurisdictional boundaries, wind engineering constraints, and/or ecologically
relevant areas. After the suitability layer is determined, the model uses an average
wind farm size (determined by the user) to fit a “wind farm grid” within the
suitability layer. Next, “wildlife relative abundance indices” are developed from
existing individual tracking and survey data. The model then spatially joins the
wildlife relative abundance indices, and layers representing the elements
stakeholders consider when siting OWED (hereafter “siting factors”), to the wind
farm grid using a coordinate reference system that reduces area distortion. The
spatial join calculates the total number of wildlife (e.g., 245 Northern Gannet [Morus
bassanus]) and an average siting factor value (e.g., 7.8 m/s wind speed or 24 m
water depth) for each wind farm within the wind farm grid. The model then orders
factors by favorability and calculates the cumulative exposure of wildlife to each
siting factor. Results from this calculation are used to plot the CE curve and calculate
the CE index. The CE curve is temporally bound by starting at the present with the
assumption of zero OWED built, and moving to a nonspecific point in the future
when the OWED suitability layer has been saturated by wind farms. The model is
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scripted in the R programming environment (R Core Team 2015) and requires 21
packages for the analysis (Appendix A).

Model Inputs
The CE model relates OWED siting decisions to wildlife abundance data using two
input parameters types: siting factors and wildlife relative abundance index data.
The siting factors are separated into three categories: exclusions, constraints, and
decision factors. “Exclusions” are specific areas of the ocean that have physical
hazards (e.g., unexploded ordinance), have specific regulatory exclusions (e.g.,
shipping lanes), or have been identified as having conflict with military activities.
“Constraints” are OWED siting considerations that have thresholds beyond which
OWED is no longer viable either technologically or economically (e.g., wind speed
less than 7 m/s). “Decision factors” are factors that will influence, but not dictate,
where developers consider siting OWED projects (i.e., hurricane risk and proximity
to high energy use areas).

Wildlife relative abundance index data are raster indices of wildlife abundance. The
values in the raster must be a relative abundance metric modeled from satellite
tracking or survey data. The raster surfaces must have full coverage of the area
being considered for development. If the raster surface does not include the entire
study area, then the CE model would consider areas with no data to have no wildlife.
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Model Process
The OWED building suitability layer (i.e., where development is possible) is created
by combining siting factor exclusions and constraints using Boolean map-layering
(O'Sullivan and Unwin 2014). Boolean logic assigns true (1) and false (0) values to
each cell for each siting factor layer included in the analysis. The siting factors are
then multiplied together using raster math and all areas coded to false are excluded
from development. Given the high uncertainty about which siting factors will be
most important for OWED siting (Musial and Ram 2010, Schwartz et al. 2010),
Boolean logic provides simplicity and transparency and reduces the number of
input assumptions. The assumptions in Boolean layering are that relationships
between layers are Boolean, that inputs do not have measurement error, categorical
attributes are exactly known, and that boundaries within an input layer are certain
(O'Sullivan and Unwin 2014). Since Boolean layering requires establishing an
absolute suitable/unsuitable boundary (values of 1 and 0 respectively; e.g.,
development cannot occur in water depths greater than 200 m), error in the values
of input layers can lead to the erroneous inclusion or exclusion of development
areas. An overly constrained OWED suitability layer would exclude areas from
development that may actually be developed (Type II error), and thus exclude areas
where wildlife may actually be exposed to development, leading to an
underestimate of the exposure. Therefore, for each siting factor constraint, Boolean
values are selected that allow for the inclusion of a greater area for OWED
development to ensure that all possible locations of development are included in the
assessment. Within the building suitability layer, the model creates a wind farm grid
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using three input parameters: wind turbine size (e.g., 6 MW), wind turbine spacing
(e.g., 8 rotor diameters), and overall wind farm capacity (e.g., 300 MW). Using the
wind farm area, a grid of square-shaped wind farms is fit within the OWED
suitability layer. There are areas at the edges of the suitability layer that have the
potential for OWED that are excluded from the analysis because the CE model will
only accept full-size wind farms.

If individual tracking data are available, the model calculates utilization
distributions (UDs) using continuous-time movement modeling (ctmm R package;
Calabrese et al. 2016) to create a raster surface of wildlife exposure. The raw
satellite data are preprocessed with the Douglas Argos-Filter (DAF) Algorithm
(Douglas et al. 2012) and subsetted to use the best daily Argos location class
(ARGOS 2016). The ctmm method is used because it includes autocorrelation in the
bandwidth estimate, which reduces underestimating animal home range (Fleming et
al. 2015). By incorporating autocorrelation into the analysis, the final UD has greater
smoothing and thus will create a larger overall home range, reducing the potential
for a Type II error in the cumulative exposure estimate. The UD can be rescaled to
create a relative abundance index (Wakefield et al. 2013, Cleasby et al. 2015) to
match the scale used by other wildlife inputs such as seabird abundance models
developed by Kinlan et al. (2016). The raster UD outputs and/or survey models
inputted into the CE model, such as those developed by Kinlan et al. (2016), are then
converted to polygons, the required input for the spatial join.
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Using a spatial join function, the model calculates a mean siting factor (e.g., 7.8 m/s
wind speed) and abundance index value for each species (e.g., 124 Northern
Gannets, Morus bassanus) for each wind farm within the OWED suitability layer grid.
The calculation is conducted by converting each siting factor constraint, decision
factor, and wildlife abundance layer from a raster to a polygon. Using a many-to-one
polygon within polygon spatial overlay (i.e., join function), each siting factor layer is
merged with the wind farm grid using a mean function and each wildlife relative
abundance index layer is merged using a sum function.

The model calculates the cumulative sum of wildlife exposure for each siting factor
and species. First, wildlife cumulative exposure is calculated presuming wind farm
siting avoids wildlife concentration areas by ordering the wind farm grid from low
to high number of animals and calculating the cumulative sum of animals exposed.
This is repeated for each species. Second, wildlife exposure is calculated presuming
wind farm siting was optimized independently for each siting factor. Siting factors
are ordered independently in a sequence that minimizes the levelized cost of
electricity (LCOE) for that factor (e.g., build in the windiest places first, or shallow
places first) and then the cumulative sum of animals exposed is calculated. The GW
of production capacity is assigned to each wind farm (default 0.3), and the
cumulative sum of production is calculated assuming the entire wind farm grid is
built. The result from these calculations is one table that estimates cumulative
exposure of each species/siting factor combination inputted into the CE model. The
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model uses the table to plot the CE curve and calculate the CE index (described
below).
Model Outputs
Cumulative exposure (CE) curve
The first model output is a cumulative exposure curve for each siting factor/species
combination, including avoiding wildlife exposure (Figure 3.2). The output displays
the relationship between wildlife cumulative exposure (y-axis) and GW of OWED
production (x-axis) from zero OWED to full build-out of the OWED suitability layer.
If GW of OWED development (x-axis, Figure 3.2) is a proxy for time, then the curve
represents a rate that wildlife will be cumulatively exposed based upon how OWEDs
are sited. The closer the curve is to the x-axis, the lower the initial rate of exposure
(i.e., Type III); the closer the curve is to the y-axis, the higher the initial rate of
exposure (i.e., Type I).

Cumulative exposure (CE) index
The second model output is the CE index that identifies the siting decisions that will
cumulatively expose wildlife at a higher rate. An index value for each species/siting
factor combination is developed by subtracting the area below the siting factor
curve from the area below the wildlife avoidance curve (Figure 3.3). The area is
normalized to a metric between 0-1 by dividing the area calculation by the total area
of the plot. The closer the value is to 1, the higher the initial rate of cumulative
exposure.
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Example CE Model Analysis
To illustrate model outputs and how they can be interpreted, below we display the
results from an example analysis. The example model outputs are based upon an
OWED suitability layer in a generic location with the area required to fit 200, 500
MW wind farms for a total production capacity of 100 GW. The analysis uses
fictitious wildlife relative abundance index data for three species (A, B, & C) with
different distribution patterns. Species A is a coastal species with a northerly bias
distribution (e.g., seaduck), Species B is a common, broadly distributed species (e.g.,
gull), and Species C is a pelagic species (e.g., shearwater). Cumulative sum of
exposure is then hypothetically calculated for two siting factors: distance from shore
and wind speed.

The example outputs demonstrates how the CE model simplifies the complexity of
cumulative exposure into easily interpreted graphs and metrics (Figure 3.4). In this
example, the CE curve indicates that Species A will be cumulatively exposed at a
higher initial rate when OWED is sited close to shore and at a slightly lower rate
when projects are built in high wind areas; Species B will be cumulatively exposed
at a similar rate for both siting decisions; and Species C will be cumulatively exposed
at a higher rate when projects are built in high wind areas and at a lower rate when
built close to shore. For Species A and B, the CE index range indicates that siting
decisions have less influence on cumulative exposure, whereas for Species C, siting
decisions are more important.
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Discussion
The CE model will have direct application in assessing cumulative adverse effects of
offshore wind energy development on wildlife. The CE model takes the first step
towards evaluating CAE by assessing how wildlife will be cumulatively exposed to
OWED siting patterns. The CE model builds upon past conceptual efforts to frame
and scope CAE (CEQ 1997, Masden et al. 2010, Goodale and Milman 2016, Willsteed
et al. 2017) by developing outputs that will aid stakeholders in understanding how
wildlife may be cumulatively exposed to alternative future OWED patterns.
Specifically, the CE model outputs identify: a) the OWED siting decisions that are
most likely to cumulatively expose particular species; b) the siting decisions that can
successfully avoid cumulatively exposing particular species; and c) the species that
will be cumulatively exposed regardless of siting decisions. Stakeholders can use the
model outputs to place project-specific species exposure within the context of future
exposure patterns.

Cumulative effects analysis must include past, present, and reasonable foreseeable
future actions (CEQ 1997); yet, the number of future wind farms and pattern of
development remains uncertain. Future OWED could be limited to the only existing
wind farm (Deepwater Wind 2016), or be constrained to Wind Energy Areas (BOEM
2018), or be expanded to a much broader area (DOE 2016). The CE model distills
into a simple index how these alternative OWED siting scenarios and patterns could
contribute to CAE. The CE index measurement represents the percentage that an
OWED siting decision (e.g., prioritize building in shallow areas) diverges from siting
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decisions that avoid exposing wildlife. The closer the index is to 1, the higher the
initial rate (e.g., number of individuals exposed per GW of OWED) that wildlife will
be exposed to development. Conversely, the closer the index is to 0, the lower the
initial rate of exposure to development. Thus, the CE index clearly shows the OWED
siting decisions that will expose wildlife at the highest initial rate.

The CE index also shows, on species-specific or guild level, if OWED siting decisions
are effective in avoiding cumulative exposure. When multiple OWED development
decisions are analyzed simultaneously (e.g., prioritize building close to shore or in
shallow areas or in high wind resource areas), the greater the statistical range of the
CE index for a particular guild or species, the greater the influence OWED siting
decisions will have on cumulative exposure. A low index range indicates that
cumulative exposure rates will be similar for a species regardless of OWED siting
decisions and does not mean the birds will be at low risk of exposure. A low CE
range can be the result of a species occupying a large geographic range—e.g.,
generalists gulls—and indicate that the species will likely be exposed to OWED
regardless of where they are sited. Therefore, for each species, the CE index
provides critical information on both the siting decisions that will lead to high or
low cumulative exposure as well as if siting decisions have the power to reduce
cumulative exposure.

The hypothetical results demonstrate how the CE model can inform decisionmaking. For Species A the model outputs indicate that building close to shore would
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lead to greater cumulative exposure, but that neither OWED siting decision leads to
effective avoidance of species concentration areas. In contrast, for Species C,
building close to shore will effectively avoid exposing the birds in large numbers for
the first 50 GW of development, whereas building in high wind areas to achieve the
same 50 GW will expose nearly 75% of the population. Species B follow the pattern
of a species that has a broad distribution throughout the OWED suitability layer.
Specifically, since the curve that represents avoiding bird concentration areas
(green) has a steep initial slope, the CE curve for Species C shows that siting
decisions will not be effective in reducing exposure.

The value of the CE model outputs becomes evident when combined with prior
knowledge of species’ behavioral and population vulnerability to OWED (Garthe and
Huppop 2004, Desholm 2009, Furness et al. 2013, Goodale and Stenhouse 2016).
For example, if Species A was not considered vulnerable to OWED development and
had a stable population, then decision makers could generally dismiss the species as
being at risk of CAE, even though they would be cumulatively exposed to both
development patterns. If Species B was considered vulnerable to collision with
offshore wind turbines, the CE model outputs show avoidance is not an effective
mitigation strategy and that all projects, regardless of site, should consider
minimization measures such as reducing lighting. Finally, if Species C was an
endangered species, the CE model outputs could quickly guide regulators on the
rigor of analysis needed for individual projects. In this example, projects being built
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close to shore might receive less scrutiny than projects built in high wind-resource
areas.

The hypothetical results represent a simplistic example of the CE model outputs, but
the model is scripted to be used in any geographic location, be tailored to any OWED
build-out scenario, and accept unlimited wildlife and OWED siting decision inputs.
Thus, the model can be used to determine a consistent scope of CAE analysis for a
region, a critical need identified for CAE assessments (Willsteed et al. 2017). In
addition, the CE model can reduce uncertainty in CAE assessments (Masden et al.
2015, Willsteed et al. 2017, Stelzenmüller et al. 2018) by forecasting simultaneously
unlimited species/development combinations. In a complex analysis, the CE index
provides clear metrics for stakeholders to evaluate and explore if there are OWED
siting decisions that can reduce the potential of CAE and maximize OWED capacity.
Model Extensions and Opportunities
The CE model could be modified to include stochasticity and become an online
decision tool. Currently, the model only allows for a deterministic pattern of
development for each siting factor through ordering. Stochasticity could be added to
the model process by selecting sites for development in a probabilistic manner
weighted by the relevant properties of the site. This process would allow the CE
model to simulate the variance presence in the site selection process and properly
quantify the uncertainty inherent in the model.
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Stochasticity could also be added by including intra- and inter-annual variation in
species abundance. The CE model is currently designed to assess the cumulative
annual exposure for a species; yet, species are highly mobile and their use of the
marine ecosystem varies seasonally and annually. The CE model could be modified
to accept raster layers for each season and/or year of available data for each species
and then to create an aggregated cumulative exposure curve. These modifications
would capture the natural variability in OWED siting decisions and wildlife
abundance.

In addition, the CE model code could be integrated into an interactive web-based
decision-support model using R Shiny (RStudio 2017) to allow stakeholders to
conduct their own cumulative exposure assessments. As OWED progresses in the
U.S., the online tool could begin to estimate the cumulative exposure based upon
existing and proposed projects, and then forecast how future OWED siting decisions
would contribute to cumulative exposure. We developed an example of an online
decision tool for Northern Gannets: https://cae-owedseabird.shinyapps.io/survey/.
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Conclusions
We developed a novel method for assessing cumulative exposure of wildlife to
OWED siting patterns. The CE model’s structure allows users to apply the model to
any geographic location and explore how changing assumptions affect cumulative
exposure assessments. The CE model takes the first step towards evaluating CAE,
and provides decision makers with clear guidance, by species, on the efficacy of
avoiding cumulative exposure of wildlife through siting decisions, which has
significant value in informing regional planning efforts an directing species-specific
mitigation efforts.
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CUMULATIVE EXPOSURE (CE) MODEL PROCESS OVERVIEW
OWED Building Suitability Layer
Inputs

Data
processing

Method

Intermediate
Output

CE Curve
Development
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Wind Farm Grid
Turbine
Size

Turbine
Spacing

Wildlife Relative Abundance Indices

Wind Farm
Capacity
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Set
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Building
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Map
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Development
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Development
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Calculate
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Figure 3.1. The CE model creates an OWED building suitability layer (i.e., where is
development possible); fits a wind farm grid within the suitability layer; creates a
species distribution map from individual tracking data; spatially joins wildlife layers
and siting factors to the wind farm grid; sorts siting factors by favorability; and
creates two outputs: cumulative exposure curve and cumulative exposure index.
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Figure 3.2. Conceptual representation of cumulative exposure: A Type I curve is high
initial exposure rate, a Type II is a constant exposure rate, and a Type III is a low
initial exposure rate. The Y-axis will be the number of individuals exposed from a
hypothetical population.
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Figure 3.3. The CE index is the area (grey hatched area) between a curve for a
particular development decision (e.g., building in shallow areas; orange line) and the
curve for siting OWED in areas with the least wildlife abundance (green line). The
index indicates the percentage an OWED siting decision diverges from avoiding
exposing wildlife.
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Species
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Figure 3.4. An example of the CE curves and index (displayed in legend box)
produced for three hypothetical species (A, B, & C) exposed to two different siting
decisions. For all species the green curve represents selecting areas for
development that always have the lowest wildlife abundance.
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CHAPTER 4
ASSESSING THE CUMULATIVE EXPOSURE OF NORTHERN GANNET (MORUS
BASSANUS) TO OFFSHORE WIND ENERGY DEVELOPMENT ALONG THE EAST
COAST OF THE UNITED STATES
Abstract
Offshore wind farms are rapidly being permitted along the East Coast of the U.S. The
exposure of Northern Gannet (Morus bassanus) to multiple wind farms could impact
the population because gannets are vulnerable to both displacement and collision. A
critical question is if wind farm siting decisions can reduce gannet cumulative
exposure. To research this question, we quantified how three different wind farm
siting scenarios would cumulatively expose gannets. Two independent gannet
abundance datasets were used to ensure the robustness of the analysis. The results
indicate that for initial development, projects sited close to shore and in shallow
areas exposed gannets at the highest rates, but no siting decisions effectively
avoided exposing gannets due to the birds’ broad distribution through the outer
continental shelf. The findings suggest that gannets will be cumulatively exposed
regardless of siting decisions and avoidance is not an effective mitigation measure.

Introduction
Concerns about the adverse effects of offshore wind energy development (OWED)
on seabirds are increasing because OWED is rapidly expanding in the U.S. The U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) has set a goal of 54 gigawatt (GW) installed by 2030
(DOE 2011), and DOE has developed a scenario for 86 GW to be installed by 2050
(DOE 2016). The first U.S. offshore wind farm began operating in 2016 (Deepwater
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Wind 2016) and areas are currently leased from North Carolina to Maine along the
East Coast of the U.S. (BOEM 2018). If DOE’s development goals are achieved,
seabirds could be cumulatively exposed to thousands of turbines installed in the
next decade (Goodale and Milman 2016).
The potential adverse effects of OWED on seabirds are effective habitat loss due to
displacement and mortality due to collision (Drewitt and Langston 2006, Fox et al.
2006, Goodale and Milman 2016). The risk of adverse effects occurs when
vulnerable species are exposed to wind farm hazards. Species are vulnerable to
displacement when they avoid wind farms (Furness et al. 2013, Dierschke et al.
2016, Goodale and Milman 2016) and vulnerable to collision when flight behaviors
increase the likelihood that a bird will be struck by a turbine blade (Furness et al.
2013).

Northern Gannet (Morus bassanus; hereafter “gannet”) is a seabird consistently
identified as being vulnerable to both displacement and collision. Gannets are
considered to be vulnerable to displacement from habitat because studies indicate
the birds avoid wind farms (Krijgsveld et al. 2011, Cook et al. 2012, Hartman et al.
2012, Vanermen et al. 2015, Dierschke et al. 2016, Garthe et al. 2017). Yet, when
gannets enter a wind farm they may also be vulnerable to collision because they
have the potential to fly within the rotor-swept zone (Furness et al. 2013, Garthe et
al. 2014, Cleasby et al. 2015). Gannets also have demographic vulnerability (Goodale
and Stenhouse 2016), increasing the likelihood that the loss of individuals will affect
the population, because gannets are long-lived, have high adult survivorship, and lay
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only one egg per year (Mowbray 2002, Chardine et al. 2013). Combined, the
behavior and demographic vulnerability suggests that gannets may be adversely
affected by OWED (Brabant et al. 2015).

A substantial proportion of the North American gannet population have the
potential to be exposed to OWED along the East Coat of the U.S. Gannets breed
exclusively in six colonies in southeastern Canada, which represents approximately
27% of the global population (Chardine et al. 2013). In the fall the birds migrate
through the Gulf of Maine and primarily winter along the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico
outer continental shelf (Mowbray 2002, Stenhouse et al. 2017). Immature birds can
continue to move throughout the outer continental shelf and remain in the southern
portion of their range until they reach maturity (Mowbray 2002). Thus, widespread
OWED along the East Coast of the U.S. has the potential to cumulatively expose the
gannet population. Due to the gannets’ vulnerability, this cumulative exposure could
lead to cumulative adverse effects (CAE), a concern also identified in Europe (Poot
et al. 2011, WWT 2012, Brabant et al. 2015, Cleasby et al. 2015).

While CAE is recognized as a concern for gannets, there has been no research in the
U.S. on how OWED siting decisions will affect gannet cumulative exposure.
Understanding these relationships is necessary to support efforts to reduce CAE
because there is substantial uncertainty on the spatiotemporal patterns of future
development (Goodale and Milman 2016). The temporal scope of CAE analysis
includes past, present, and future development (Goodale and Milman 2016). In the
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U.S., the past development is limited to five turbines off Block Island; the present is
Wind Energy Areas (WEAs) identified by the federal government (BOEM 2017); and
the future is undefined. Beyond the WEAs, the locations of future wind farms remain
unknown and, within existing and future leased areas, the order in which the
projects will be built is uncertain. Wind farms may be sited close to shore to reduce
the construction costs, or projects may be built in areas with the highest wind
resources to maximize energy production (Dvorak et al. 2013). Predicting if the
population will be adversely affected by future development cannot be done with
certainty since gannets are not uniformly distributed across the marine ecosystem
(Stenhouse et al. 2017), and incremental exposure patterns are dependent upon the
OWED siting decisions. Yet, the uncertainty provides an opportunity to site projects
in a manner that optimizes energy production and reduces gannet exposure.

We used the cumulative exposure model (“CE model”; Goodale 2018) to assess
cumulative exposure of gannets to three alternate wind farm siting scenarios along
the East Coast of the U.S. to determine if specific siting decisions can reduce
exposure rates. The CE model estimates the locations of all potential wind farms in a
prescribed area and then assesses how alternate future wind farm development
scenarios will incrementally expose wildlife populations. Two independent datasets
were used to estimate gannet abundance on the outer continental shelf to ensure
the robustness of the analysis. In this paper, we first describe the CE model inputs,
model process, and the results of the analysis; we then discuss how understanding
the relationships between OWED siting decisions and gannet cumulative exposure
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can guide management actions; and we conclude with suggestions on how the CE
model outputs can be used in future CAE assessments. Our assessment takes the
first crucial step in addressing the CAE of OWED to gannets and can be directly used
to guide site-specific permitting.

Methods
Model Overview
The CE model (Goodale 2018), a geospatial decision-support model that assesses
wildlife exposure to alternate development scenarios, was used to assess gannet
cumulative exposure to OWED siting decisions along the East Coast of the U.S. The
CE model developed an “OWED suitability layer” (areas available for development),
placed a wind farm grid within the suitability layer, and spatially joined to the wind
farm grid the gannet abundance datasets and three layers representing key OWED
siting decisions (hereafter “siting factors”). The first model output was a gannet
cumulative exposure curve for different OWED siting decisions. The second output
was a cumulative exposure index that ranked which OWED siting decisions will
have the greatest influence on gannet cumulative exposure.

Model Inputs
Two independent gannet abundance datasets were used to ensure the robustness of
the analysis: satellite telemetry and modeled survey data. The satellite telemetry
data, provided by U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, were collected during a four-year
collaborative project with multiple federal, academic, and non-profit institutions
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(Spiegel et al. 2017). NOAA provided relative abundance models developed from
surveys conducted from 1978-2014 along the entire East Coast of the U.S., which
included observations of 17,270 gannets. The gannet population was defined as the
total number of birds exposed to the OWED suitability layer; therefore, for this
assessment, complete build out of the suitability layer led to 100% exposure of the
population.

Both satellite telemetry and survey data were used to estimate gannet population
abundance patterns to account for the spatiotemporal variability in gannet
distribution and abundance. The telemetry data provided fine resolution data on the
movement of individual animals (Hebblewhite and Haydon 2010), allowing for the
development of utilization distributions, which were scaled up to predict abundance
patterns of a population. Survey data provided count data for the region, which,
when related to environmental covariates, was used to predict abundance patterns
of the population (Curtice et al. 2016). The satellite data estimated gannet
abundance based upon accurate positions of individuals collected over
approximately one year, and the modeled survey data estimated abundance by
averaging count data over 36 years. By evaluating gannet cumulative exposure from
both datasets, we were able to partially account for inter- and intra-annual
variability in gannet movements, environmental stochasticity, and deficiencies in
each dataset. Using both datasets to triangulate on the siting decisions most likely to
influence gannet exposure increased the robustness of our analysis and reduced
uncertainty in our evaluation.
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Three factors commonly considered in OWED siting were selected as model inputs:
distance from shore, bathymetry, and wind speed. Each siting factor chosen as a
model input strongly influences where offshore wind farms are sited and are critical
considerations in lowering the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) (Schwartz et al.
2010, Dvorak et al. 2013). The further a project is from shore the greater the costs of
the grid connection and construction/maintenance (Jacobsen et al. 2016); the
deeper the water the greater the cost of foundations (Musial and Ram 2010); and
the higher the wind velocity the greater the power production (Manwell et al. 2009).
These siting factors are often not positively correlated, and in some cases have
inverse LCOE relationships: wind speed generally increases with distance from
shore. Consequently, there is not one optimum siting pattern for developers to use.
The siting factors we selected were not intended to be all-inclusive, and
stakeholders will consider other political, economic, social, legal, technical, physical,
and environmental factors during OWED siting.

Model Process
The spatiotemporal scope of analysis was defined to demarcate areas where birds
will be exposed to future wind farm development. The analysis was spatially bound
to areas along the East Coast, which is the of focus of the Department of Interior’s
“Smart from the Start” offshore wind planning process (Farquhar 2011). The CE
model was temporally bound by starting at the present, with no wind farms built,
and then moved to a nonspecific point in the future when the East Coast has been
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saturated by OWED. Six exclusion layers and three constraint layers were used in
the Boolean map-layering to develop the OWED suitability layer. For each siting
factor constraint, Boolean values were chosen that included all possible areas where
siting could expose gannets (Table 4.1). Within the OWED suitability layer, a grid
was placed representing 300-MW wind farms, comprised of 6-MW turbines
(Siemens 2016) spaced 8 rotor diameters apart (Jonkman et al. 2009). The output
from the CE model was an OWED suitability layer that had a 450 GW capacity
spread over 1,500 wind farms (Figure 4.1).

Gannet abundance data and siting factors were combined to predict gannet
cumulative exposure to future OWED. Initially, utilization distributions (UD) were
developed from the satellite positions of 46 gannets captured in the mid-Atlantic of
the U.S. (Spiegel et al. 2017) using an auto-correlated kernel density estimate
method (Fleming and Calabrese 2016). By incorporating autocorrelation into the
bandwidth estimate, the final UD has greater smoothing and thus will create a larger
overall home range, reducing the potential for a Type II error in our exposure
estimate. The NOAA gannet abundance models, developed by NOAA using spatial
predictive modeling (Kinlan et al. 2016), did not require further analysis and could
be used as inputs into the CE model. Then the gannet abundance models and the
three siting factors were spatially joined with the OWED suitability layer and the
production capacity was assigned to each wind farm (0.3 GW). The resulting table
was ordered in sequence for each siting factor based upon reducing the LCOE
(Green and Vasilakos 2011) and for the number of gannets from low to high. The CE
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model calculated the cumulative exposure for each siting factor and gannet
abundance dataset combination for plotting the CE curves and calculating the CE
index.

The CE curve plotted the relationship between wildlife cumulative exposure and GW
of OWED production from zero OWED to full build-out of the OWED suitability layer.
The closer the curve is to the x-axis, the lower the initial rate of exposure, and the
closer the curve is to the y-axis, the higher the initial rate of exposure. The CE index
for each siting factor combination was developed by subtracting the area below the
development factor curve from the area below the wildlife avoidance curve. The
maximum value of the CE index is 1. The closer the value is to 1 for a siting factor,
the steeper the initial portion of the CE curve and higher the initial rate of
cumulative exposure. The greater the statistical range of the CE index, the greater
the influence OWED siting decisions will have on cumulative exposure. A low index
range indicates that cumulative exposure rates will be similar for gannets regardless
of OWED siting decisions.

An ANOVA was used to test if the CE index changed based upon gannet abundance
datasets. There was no significant difference between the datasets, which allowed
them to be interpreted together and increased the robustness of the analysis.
Statistical analysis was performed using R version 3.3.1 (R Core Team 2015).
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Results
Our CE model predicted that siting decisions can reduce gannet cumulative
exposure rates for initial development of the OWED suitability layer, but for
complete build-out no one siting factor consistently reduced exposure (Figure 4.2).
The CE curves and index were similar for both the survey and satellite gannet
abundance datasets (F[1,4] = 2.78, p = 0.17), and both datasets had the same range
(0.04). The modeled satellite data had a marginally higher CE index (Figure 4.3)
because the red avoidance curve is initially closer to the x-axis, indicating there may
be more locations available for siting that avoid exposure than the modeled survey
data predicted. As complete development is reached, exposing 100% of the gannets,
the bathymetry and wind speed CE curves peak earlier with the satellite dataset,
suggesting that as wind farms saturate the East Coast, shifting development closer
to shore may be more successful at reducing exposure.

With up to ~ 225 GW of OWED, the CE curves suggested that projects sited close to
shore and in shallow waters will expose a higher proportion of the gannet
population than projects developed in high-wind areas (Figure 4.2). By ~ 225 GW of
development, the CE curves converged, indicating that all three siting factors are
exposing the same number of birds. As development progressed through the OWED
suitability layer to 100% exposure of the gannet population, exposure rates
increased steadily as both wind speed and water depth increased, but exposure
continued on a linear slope as distance from shore increased. Overall, the CE curves
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followed a fairly linear, one-to-one relationship for all siting factors, with gannet
exposure steadily increasing with each new wind farm developed.

Overall, as development progressed from no wind farms to complete development
of the East Coast, there was no particular siting decision that consistently avoided
exposing gannets (Figure 4.3). While the CE index indicated that prioritizing
building close to shore would expose birds at a slightly higher rate, the low
statistical range of the CE index (both abundance datasets) demonstrated that there
was little difference between the exposure rates for each siting factor. The small
difference in cumulative exposure patterns is caused by gannets’ broad distribution
along the outer continental shelf. The red avoidance curve, which increased
relatively rapidly with OWED, suggests that there are few areas where OWED can be
sited without exposing gannets.

Discussion
Gannet abundance along the East Coast of the U.S. is variable as the birds forage
throughout the outer continental shelf on surface-schooling pelagic fish (Mowbray
2002, Fifield et al. 2014), which is influenced by environmental conditions
(Buchheister et al. 2016). The two gannet abundance datasets had strong agreement
and predicted similar exposure patterns for both initial development and complete
build-out of the OWED suitability layer. From both an individual movement and
regional scale, the datasets indicated gannets are concentrated close to shore in the
mid-Atlantic and are only passing through the Gulf of Maine during migration
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(Kinlan et al. 2016, Stenhouse et al. 2017). The primary difference between the
datasets was that the satellite data indicated slightly more areas with low gannet
abundance within the OWED suitability layer than the survey data.

Initially, siting decisions can reduce gannet exposure because of the
interrelationships between gannet abundance patterns and OWED siting factors.
Gannet abundance is concentrated in coastal areas in the mid-Atlantic (NOAA 2016;
Stenhouse 2015), where there is a strong relationship between bathymetry and
distance from shore (Williams et al. 2015). In contrast, gannet abundance is lower in
the Gulf of Maine (Kinlan et al. 2016), where there is the highest wind resource
(Schwartz et al. 2010). Therefore, for initial build-out, siting projects close to shore
and in shallower waters will expose gannets at a higher rate than siting projects in
the high-wind resource areas located in the Gulf of Maine. This findings is in general
agreement with European studies that show gannets will be exposed in higher
numbers to OWED in coastal areas (Busch et al. 2013, Garthe et al. 2017).

Once build-out reaches approximately 225 GW, the CE curves converge, suggesting
that all scenarios have the same cumulative effect on gannets at this level of buildout. After that point, the scenario of building close to shore becomes the
development pathway that has the least cumulative effect. The converging of CE
curves indicates that prioritizing a single siting factor through full build-out will not
reduce effects. Furthermore, the similar shapes and slopes of the CE curves across
siting factors after 225 GW indicates that gannets will be exposed at relatively
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similar rates regardless of siting decision. This finding reflects the birds’ broad
distribution throughout the outer continental shelf (Mowbray 2002, Fifield et al.
2014, Stenhouse et al. 2015), and the occurrence of few, if any, locations where wind
farms can be sited without gannets. Consequently, we suggest that avoidance
mitigation cannot effectively reduce cumulative exposure, and thus cumulative
effects for full build-out of the East Coast. Therefore, effective wind farm design
measures that reduce collision and displacement risk for all planned and future
projects needs to be developed to reduce potential CAE for gannets.

Currently, our CE model only examines exposure. In the future, as knowledge of the
effects of habitat loss and collision mortality improves (Busch et al. 2013), the CE
model outputs could also be used to estimate effects to the gannet population.
Mortality caused by OWED siting decisions could be estimated using a collision risk
model (Band 2012, Masden and Cook 2016), and adverse effects caused by
displacement could be calculated by developing a model that connects habitat loss
to gannet fitness and reproductive success. Combined, this information could feed
into a population model, results from which could be used to guide management
efforts in current and future permitting efforts to reduce CAE.
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Conclusions
Our analysis suggests that siting decisions can reduce gannet exposure rates during
the initial build-out phase; however, avoidance will not be effective at mitigating
potential CAE with full build-out along the East Coast. Thus, on a project-by-project
scale, every design measure should be incorporated to minimize the adverse effects.
For example, collision risk could be decreased by reducing lighting and perching
sites (USACE 2012, Langston 2013), and displacement risk could be decreased by
configuring turbines within a wind farm to provide flight corridors (see Krijgsveld
2014). Ultimately, the most effective CAE mitigation measure for gannets is to
minimize the adverse effects of each wind farm to each individual bird.
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Table 4.1. Siting factors used as inputs to create OWED suitability layer. “Exclusions”
are specific areas of the ocean that have physical hazards, have specific regulatory
exclusions (e.g., shipping lanes), or have been identified as having conflict with
military activities. “Constraints” are OWED siting considerations that have
thresholds beyond which OWED is no longer viable either technologically or
economically.
Category

Factor

Exclusion

Constraint

Danger zones and
restricted areas1
Dept. of Defense wind
exclusions areas
Ocean disposal sites2
Shipping lanes3
Unexploded
ordnance4
State waters as
defined by Submerged
Lands Act
Wind speed

Constraint

Bathymetry

Constraint

Distance from shore

Exclusion
Exclusion
Exclusion
Exclusion
Exclusion

OWED suitability
layer values

LCOE sort order

All = 0

NA

All = 0

NA

All = 0
All = 0

NA
NA

All = 0

NA
NA

Data source
http://marinecadastre.gov/
http://marinecadastre.gov/
http://marinecadastre.gov/
http://marinecadastre.gov/
http://marinecadastre.gov/
http://marinecadastre.gov/

All = 0
< 7 m/s = 0
> 7 m/s = 1
> 200 m = 0
0-199 m = 1
0-5.6 & > 92.6 km = 0
5.6-92.6 km = 1

High to low

http://marinecadastre.gov/

Shallow to deep

http://marinecadastre.gov/

Close to far

Created using Euclidean
distance function in ArcGIS

Danger Area; Danger Zone; Missile Testing Area; Naval Operations Area;
Prohibited Area; Restricted Airspace; Restricted Area; Separation Zone; Test Area;
Torpedo Testing Area
2 Chemical waste dumping grounds; dredge material disposal; dumping ground;
explosive dumping ground; spoil ground
3 Shipping Fairways Lanes and Zones; Traffic Separation Schemes/Traffic Lanes;
Precautionary Areas; Recommended Routes
4 Ammunition dumping areas; caution areas; chemical munitions dumping area;
danger; danger unexploded bombs and shells; drill minefield; dumping area caution;
dumping ground explosives; explosives; explosives dumping areas; obstruction;
submerged explosives; submerged material; submerged mine; unexploded bombs,
mine, ordnance, projectiles, rockets, and torpedo
1
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Figure 4.1. OWED suitability layer that represents all areas where wind farms can be
built along the East Coast of the U.S.
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Modeled
Survey
Data

Modeled
Satellite
Data

Figure 4.2. Gannet cumulative exposure curves for three siting factors. For the first
225 GW (black line) of development, projects sited close to shore and in shallow
waters will expose gannets at a higher proportion of the population than projects
developed in high-wind areas; yet, throughout build-out, no one factor consistently
reduces exposure.
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Figure 4.3. CE index values of modeled survey and modeled satellite gannet
abundance datasets for three OWED siting factors. Prioritizing building in shallow
areas slightly increased gannet exposure rates, but not significantly.
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CHAPTER 5
ASSESSING THE CUMULATIVE ADVERSE EFFECTS OF OFFSHORE WIND ENERGY
DEVELOPMENT ON SEABIRD FORAGING GUILDS ALONG THE EAST COAST OF
THE UNITED STATES
Abstract
Offshore wind farms are rapidly being permitted along the East Coast of the U.S.,
which could cumulatively affect seabirds. The seabird guilds most likely to be at risk
of cumulative effects have not been identified. To address this need, we quantified
how three different wind farm siting scenarios would cumulatively expose seven
seabird foraging guilds. The coastal bottom gleaner guild would be exposed at
similar rates regardless of siting decision, while other coastal guilds would be
exposed at high rates when projects are built in shallow areas and close to shore.
The pelagic seabird guild would be exposed at high rates when projects are built in
high-wind areas. There was no single offshore wind siting scenario that reduced the
cumulative exposure for all guilds. Based upon these findings, we identify the
foraging guilds most likely to be cumulatively exposed and propose an approach for
siting and mitigation that reduces cumulative exposure for all guilds.

Introduction
Offshore wind energy development is rapidly expanding along the East Coast of the
U.S. The first U.S. offshore wind farm began operating in 2016 (Deepwater Wind
2016) and marine development areas for offshore wind energy have been leased
from Maine to North Carolina (BOEM 2018). The U.S. federal government is
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planning for 86 GW of offshore wind to be installed by 2050 (DOE 2016), with
hundreds of wind turbines installed during the next decade (Goodale and Milman
2016).
Globally, governments are pursuing offshore wind to address climate change (Ram
2011), but wind farms also have the potential to adversely affect seabirds (Langston
2013). Research in Europe has found that offshore wind farms can adversely affect
seabirds in two ways: through direct mortality and through displacement (Drewitt
and Langston 2006, Fox et al. 2006, Goodale and Milman 2016). Mortality can occur
when birds collide with the superstructure or rotors during operation (Drewitt and
Langston 2006, Fox et al. 2006). Such mortalities were recorded at wind turbines
built adjacent to tern and gull colonies (Everaert and Stienen 2007). Displacement
occurs when birds consistently avoid wind farms that has been documented for sea
ducks, gannets, auks, geese, and loons (Desholm and Kahlert 2005, Larsen and
Guillemette 2007, Percival 2010, Lindeboom et al. 2011, Plonczkier and Simms
2012, Langston 2013, Garthe et al. 2017). This macro-avoidance reduces potential
mortalities, but birds that consistently avoid wind farms can experience effective
habitat loss, which may negatively affect their fitness (Drewitt and Langston 2006,
Masden et al. 2009, Petersen et al. 2011, Langston 2013).
Though the adverse effects of an individual wind farm are important, of greater
concern is how the development of multiple future offshore wind farms along the
East Coast of the U.S. will cumulatively affect seabird populations. U.S. laws and
regulations require assessment of these cumulative adverse effects (CAE) during the
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permitting process (CEQ 1997; Hyder 1999; Hegmann et al. 1999; Cooper 2004).
CAE assessments must determine the effects to seabird populations from each new
wind farm combined with effects from past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
future actions (40 C.F.R. §1508.7).
The CAE of offshore wind farm development will depend on how the location of
offshore wind farm development interacts with seabird use areas. Seabird guild
distributions are heterogeneous and species will be differentially exposed
depending on their foraging, reproductive, and migratory strategy. Coastal birds
(e.g., gulls) typically forage within sight of land, while inshore species (e.g., terns,
auks) feed out of sight of land but within the continental shelf of the East Coast.
Pelagic species (e.g., petrels and shearwaters) forage at the frontal zone along or
beyond the continental shelf break (Furness and Monaghan 1987, Schreiber and
Burger 2001, Gaston 2004). In addition, some pelagic species rely on wind for
efficient flight (Schreiber and Burger 2001), leading to concentrations of these
species in high-wind areas in the Gulf of Maine and beyond the continental shelf
(Kinlan et al. 2016).
Understanding the relationship between seabird guild exposure and wind farm
siting decisions is necessary to support CAE assessments and develop effective
mitigation measures (Drewitt and Langston 2006). Avoidance entails siting wind
farms away from areas of high biological productivity that provide critical foraging
habitat for multiple guilds (Goodale and Milman 2016). Yet, tradeoffs may exist
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between siting decisions that may reduce exposure for some seabird groups at risk
while increasing exposure for other groups.

To date, there has been no research relating exposure of seabird guilds to future
wind farm siting. This paper addresses this gap by answering two questions: which
seabird guilds are most likely to be at risk of CAE from such development and could
any set of wind farm siting decisions serve to reduce CAE for all guilds
simultaneously. To answer these questions, we assess the cumulative exposure of
seven seabird foraging guilds to three different wind farm siting scenarios along the
East Coast of the U.S. using the cumulative exposure model (“CE model”; Goodale
2018). Below we describe the CE model process and present the results of the
modeling analysis. We then use this information to examine the relationships
between siting decisions and seabird guild exposure. We identify guilds most likely
to be cumulatively exposed and recommend a process to minimize CAE for multiple
guilds. This assessment is an important step in reducing the CAE of offshore wind
energy development on seabirds as it provides stakeholders with guidance on how
project-specific permitting and regional siting can reduce the CAE of offshore wind
energy development on seabirds.

Methods
Model Process and Inputs
The CE model (Goodale 2018), a geospatial decision-support model that assesses
wildlife exposure to alternate offshore wind development scenarios, was used to
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assess the cumulative exposure of seven seabird guilds to three offshore wind
energy development (OWED) siting scenarios along the East Coast of the U.S. The CE
model estimates the locations of all potential wind farms in an area and then
assesses how different future wind farm development decisions would
incrementally expose each seabird guild. As detailed below, the CE model identified
areas available for development (“OWED suitability layer”), and then used that layer
to create scenarios of how potential wind farm build out may occur. The model then
overlays seabird abundance datasets with the wind farm build out scenarios to
evaluate exposure.

OWED suitability layer
The OWED suitability layer was developed to bound the analysis to areas where
seabirds would likely be exposed to future wind farm development. The suitability
layer was spatially bound to areas along the East Coast being considered for
development (Farquhar 2011) and was temporally bounded by starting at the
present and moving into the future when the East Coast has been saturated by wind
farms. Nine layers were used in the Boolean map-layering to develop the OWED
suitability layer (Table 5.1). The Boolean values chosen included all possible areas
where siting could expose the seabird guilds. A wind farm grid, representing 300MW wind farms, was placed in the OWED suitability layer. The grid was developed
using 6-MW turbines (Siemens 2016) that were spaced 8 rotor diameters apart
(Jonkman et al. 2009). The final OWED suitability layer had a 450-GW capacity
(Figure 5.1).
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OWED build-out scenarios
Wind farm siting is a tradeoff between distance from shore, bathymetry, and wind
speed as well as other environmental and socioeconomic factors. Increased distance
from shore and greater water depth strongly influence development and together
can increase a project’s cost by as much as 50% (Green and Vasilakos 2011). While
building in near-shore shallow locations reduces development costs, building in
offshore locations with higher wind speeds increases energy production and has the
potential to reduce the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE; i.e., lifetime costs divided
by energy production; Manwell et al. 2009, Schwartz et al. 2010). Consequently,
beyond the Wind Energy Areas (WEAs) currently identified for development (BOEM
2018), the location and order of future wind farms remains unknown because there
is no single offshore wind farm siting strategy that optimizes LCOE. This uncertainty
around future development provides an opportunity to site projects in a manner
that reduces both the LCOE and the exposure of seabird guilds most at risk to
development.

Three siting factors (i.e., key elements considered when siting offshore wind farms)
were spatially joined with the OWED suitability layer and the 300-MW production
capacity was assigned to each wind farm. The selected siting factor model inputs
were distance from shore, bathymetry, and wind speed, which all strongly influence
the cost of developing offshore wind farms (i.e., LCOE)(Schwartz et al. 2010, Dvorak
et al. 2013). Generally, the further a project is from shore, the greater the costs
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(Jacobsen et al. 2016); the deeper the water, the greater the costs (Musial and Ram
2010); and the higher the wind velocity, the greater the power production (Manwell
et al. 2009) and the lower the overall project costs.

Seabird abundance
Seabird abundance models for 36 species (Table 5.2) were spatially joined with the
OWED suitability layer. The seabird abundance estimates were developed by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) from survey data
collected from 1978-2014 along the entire East Coast of the U.S. using spatial
predictive modeling (Kinlan et al. 2016). Audubon Shearwater (Puffinus lherminieri),
Black-capped Petrel (Pterodroma hasitata), Black Guillemot (Cepphus grylle), and
Common Eider (Somateria mollissima) were excluded from the analysis due to
errors identified in the abundance models (Curtice et al. 2016). The individual
species were binned into guild groupings relevant to offshore wind siting (Table
5.2) based upon foraging guilds described by De Graaf et al. (1985) and foraging
strategies identified in species accounts (Rodewald 2015). Due to comparable
foraging strategies, species within the same guild generally have similar
vulnerabilities to offshore wind farms (Furness et al. 2013, Wade et al. 2016) and
may be similarly exposed to development. The guilds were: coastal bottom gleaners
(sea ducks), coastal divers (loons, grebes, and cormorants), coastal plungers
(gannets, pelicans, and terns), coastal surface gleaners (gulls), pelagic divers (auks),
pelagic scavengers (kittiwakes, fulmars, and shearwaters), and pelagic surface
gleaners (storm-petrels and phalaropes). These guilds encompass all guilds likely to
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be exposed to offshore wind farms along the East Coast.
The seabird populations were defined as the total number of birds included in the
NOAA models (Figure 5.1); therefore, depending upon the spatial distribution of
each species, complete build-out of the suitability layer exposed varying proportions
of the population. The proportion of each species’ population within each wind farm
was calculated along with the average for each guild to provide a generalized
exposure metric. The table that resulted from the spatial join was ordered
sequentially, for each siting factor, to reflect the lowest LCOE (Green and Vasilakos
2011), and for each species and guild from low to high abundance. The CE model
calculated the cumulative exposure for species and guild/siting factor combination
for plotting the CE curves and calculating the CE index.

Model Outputs
The model outputs were a cumulative exposure curve for each seabird guild/siting
factor combination and a cumulative exposure index that identified the siting
decisions that had the greatest influence on seabird cumulative exposure. The CE
curve plotted the relationship between guild exposure and GW of wind farm
production from zero OWED to full build-out of the OWED suitability layer. The
closer the curve was to the y-axis, the higher the initial rate of exposure; the closer
the curve was to the x-axis, the lower the initial rate of exposure. For each guild, the
y-axis is the average percentage of each species’ population that is exposed to
development. The highest value on the y-axis represents the maximum exposure of
a guild if all wind farms within the OWED suitability layer were built. The CE index
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for each species/siting factor combination was developed by subtracting the area
below the development factor curve from the area below the avoidance curve. The
closer the CE index is to 1 for a siting factor, the steeper the initial portion of the CE
curve and the higher the initial rate of cumulative exposure.

Model Results Interpretation
The CE curves predict guild exposure patterns from zero development to complete
saturation of the suitability layer. The curves can be interpreted at any GW of
development and across the continuum of development. Since the entire OWED
suitability layer is not likely to be built, viewing the curves at a specific point of
development allows for a comparison between the percentages of each population
exposed to a siting factor, while also providing insight into which siting factors will
expose the birds the most.

While the curves can be interpreted at any point of development, 86 GW of
development was selected as a point to estimate guild exposure to siting factors
because it represents ~20% of the OWED suitability layer and DOE’s 2050 scenario.
The guild exposure patterns for full development of the OWED suitability layer were
evaluated by viewing the relationship between siting factor and avoidance curves,
and with box-plots displaying the distribution of the CE index by siting factor, with
each box representing all species within a guild. All plots were developed using R
version 3.3.1 (R Core Team 2015).
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Results
Our CE model predicted that coastal guilds will have greater exposure than pelagic
guilds to offshore wind farm development and that siting decisions significantly
influence cumulative exposure rates (Figure 5.2 & 5.3). For the first 86 GW of
development (~20% of the OWED suitability layer), 8-14% of the coastal bottom
gleaner populations will be exposed regardless of siting decision, while 7-10% of the
coastal diver populations will be exposed to projects sited close to shore and in
shallow areas, and only 3% of the coastal diver populations will be exposed to
projects built in high-wind areas. Coastal plungers and coastal surface gleaners had
similar but less pronounced exposure patterns: 3-5% of the populations are
exposed to projects sited close to shore and in shallow water, and 1-2% of the
populations are exposed to projects built in high-wind areas. For the pelagic guilds,
siting in shallow areas exposed <1% of the populations; siting close to shore
exposed 1-3% of the populations; and siting in high-wind areas exposed 2-5% of the
populations. For full development of the OWED suitability layer, the proportion of
the populations exposed was approximately 30% of coastal bottom gleaners and
coastal divers, 11-13% of coastal plungers and coastal surface gleaners, and 6-10%
of pelagic guilds.

For complete build-out of the OWED suitability layer, distance from shore had the
least influence on guild exposure; bathymetry had a moderate influence; and wind
speed had the most influence (Figure 5.3). As a group, coastal birds would be
exposed at a higher rate when projects are built in shallow areas and close to shore
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rather than in high wind areas. The exposure patterns of coastal bottom gleaners
diverged from other coastal species since the wind speed curve did not follow the
avoidance curve, and beyond ~75 GW of development exposure rapidly increased in
high-wind areas. Coastal divers would be exposed the least when wind farms are
sited in high-wind resource areas. Coastal plungers and surface gleaners had the
greatest CE index range, indicating that the spatial distribution of the groups varied
substantially. Siting in shallow areas has the potential to expose these guilds at the
highest rate.

The exposure pattern of pelagic birds was inverse to that of coastal species. Pelagic
guilds will consistently be exposed at the highest rate when projects are built in
high-wind areas, at a steady rate when projects are built close to shore, and at the
lowest rate when projects are built in shallow areas. Of the pelagic guilds, the
pelagic surface gleaners had the least difference between the CE curves because the
guild is comprised of species with northerly and southerly biased distributions.

Discussion
Our CE analyses suggest that coastal guilds have the greatest likelihood of being
exposed to development regardless of siting decision; that OWED siting decisions
cannot reduce cumulative exposure rates for all guilds simultaneously; and that the
same siting factors yield opposite exposure patterns for coastal and pelagic guilds.
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The relationships between guild exposure and siting factor are partially driven by
the two dominant spatial trends in the siting factor data that align with seabird
distributions: near-shore to offshore and north to south. The exposure of coastal
birds is expected to be higher than that of pelagic birds when wind farms are sited
close to shore because distance from shore and bathymetry are consistently
correlated (Williams et al. 2015), with the exception of the Gulf of Maine,
Conversely, since wind speed increases with distance from shore (Schwartz et al.
2010), exposure of coastal birds will be lower than that of pelagic birds when winds
farms are sited in high-wind areas. These relationships are further enhanced by
north-south trends, in which wind speed is highest in the Gulf of Maine where depth
also rapidly increases. Since the pelagic guilds are concentrated offshore in the Gulf
of Maine, they will be exposed the most when wind farms are sited in high-wind
areas and exposed the least in shallow areas.

One exception to the broader trends is the high wind speed and relatively shallow
depth directly south of Cape Cod, Massachusetts, an area heavily used by sea ducks.
Consequently, a high percentage of the coastal bottom gleaner populations in this
area will be exposed to both initial and full OWED regardless of siting decision. This
high exposure occurs because birds in this guild forage in shallow water (Anderson
2015), concentrate close to shore, and have a northerly biased distribution,
particularly near Nantucket Shoals (Silverman et al. 2013, Kinlan et al. 2016).
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A high percentage of the coastal diver population will be exposed to wind farms
sited close to shore and in shallow areas, but projects sited in high-wind areas avoid
exposing coastal divers because this guild’s distribution is biased to the mid-Atlantic
region (Kinlan et al. 2016) where wind speeds are lower (Schwartz et al. 2010).
Coastal plungers and coastal surface gleaners have exposure patterns similar to the
other coastal guilds, but a lower proportion of the populations is predicted to be
exposed because these guilds are widely distributed along the East Coast (Kinlan et
al. 2016), and the birds utilize many coastal areas outside of the OWED suitability
layer.

Pelagic guilds are more abundant offshore and, for some species, substantially more
abundant on the outer banks of the Gulf of Maine (Kinlan et al. 2016). Due to the
assumptions used to create the OWED suitability layer, the CE model predicts wind
farm development to avoid many offshore concentrations of pelagic birds. Thus, it is
likely that a low percentage of pelagic birds would be exposed to both initial and
complete build-out of the OWED suitability layer, and, due to the birds’ offshore and
northerly bias distribution, few pelagic birds would be exposed to wind farms sited
in shallow areas.

Based upon these varying patterns of cumulative exposure, we recommend that the
guilds be grouped into four tiers (Figure 5.4). The tiers are ordered from higher to
lower likelihood of CAE based upon guild cumulative exposure patterns and
evidence of vulnerability to adverse effects of offshore wind farms. The tiers are as
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follows: Tier 1, coastal bottom gleaner and coastal diver; Tier 2, coastal plunger and
coastal surface gleaner; Tier 3, pelagic diver; and Tier 4, pelagic scavenger and
pelagic surface gleaner.

Among the guilds, CAE is most likely for Tier 1 (coastal bottom gleaners and coastal
divers). Our CE model indicates that Tier 1 guilds will be cumulatively exposed to
wind farms built in shallow water and close to shore, which are the areas more
likely to be developed in the near term due to current foundation technology
(Jacobsen et al. 2016).

Offshore wind farms are documented to adversely affect species within Tier 1
guilds. Coastal bottom gleaners are consistently identified as being vulnerable to
displacement due to avoidance behaviors, which could lead to effective habitat loss
(Desholm and Kahlert 2005, Furness et al. 2013, Dierschke et al. 2016). Some
coastal diver species are vulnerable to displacement and others are vulnerable to
collision: Red-throated Loons (Gavia stellata) are documented to be permanently
displaced by wind farms (Percival 2010, Lindeboom et al. 2011); Common Loons
(Gavia immer) are predicted to have high displacement vulnerability (Furness et al.
2013); and Double-crested Cormorants (Phalacrocorax auritus) are considered
vulnerable to collision because the birds are attracted to wind farms (Krijgsveld et
al. 2011, Lindeboom et al. 2011).
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Our CE model indicates Tier 2 guilds (coastal plungers and coastal surface gleaners)
will have a lower proportion of the population exposed than Tier 1 guilds, but will
be exposed to wind farms built in shallow water where development is most likely.
Species within Tier 2 are also vulnerable to collision (Furness et al. 2013), and
Northern Gannet (Morus bassanus) is vulnerable to collision as well as displacement
(Krijgsveld et al. 2011, Cook et al. 2012, Hartman et al. 2012, Furness et al. 2013,
Garthe et al. 2014, Cleasby et al. 2015, Vanermen et al. 2015, Dierschke et al. 2016,
Garthe et al. 2017).

While species within the Tier 3 guild (pelagic divers) are vulnerable to displacement
(Dierschke et al. 2016), offshore wind development is less likely to cause CAE for
this guild if projects are sited in shallow areas. CAE is unlikely for Tier 4 guilds
(pelagic scavengers and surface gleaners), which have low cumulative exposure
according to our CE model and no documented vulnerability to OWED (Furness et
al. 2013, Johnston et al. 2014): shearwaters and storm-petrels fly close to the water
surface, effectively avoiding the rotor swept zone (Johnston et al. 2014), and are not
documented to be displaced.

From our CE model outputs and a visual assessment of the NOAA abundance models
(Northeast Ocean Data Portal 2018), we predict that exposure can be reduced for
Tier 1 guilds by siting projects either offshore; in the Gulf of Maine; or in the region
from the Wind Energy Area (WEA) in Massachusetts to the central point of Long
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Island. Exposure can be reduced for Tier 2 guilds by siting projects offshore, and for
Tier 3 and 4 guilds by siting in shallow areas and south of Long Island.

However, due to the diversity of the species in Tier 1, 2, and 3 guilds, no one siting
decision can avoid exposing all the guilds. Thus, to reduce CAE across multiple
guilds, we recommend the following siting process: first, avoid known seabird
abundance hotspots; next, disperse wind farms throughout the entire OWED
suitability layer; and finally, site wind farms as far apart as possible.

Hotspots are areas where oceanographic features lead to persistent aggregations of
seabirds because of high food availability (Nur et al. 2011). For example, seabirds
concentrate in and around upwelling areas (Furness and Monaghan 1987), shoals
(Veit 2015), and river mouths and embayments (Williams et al. 2015). Identifying
hotspots and excluding them from the OWED suitability layer could reduce potential
adverse effects to birds by directing development into areas of lower conservation
value (Winiarski et al. 2014). Recent and ongoing survey efforts along the East Coast
of the U.S. now make regional hotspot mapping possible (Winiarski et al. 2014, Veit
2015, Williams et al. 2015, GOMCES 2016, NYSERDA 2016, Veit et al. 2016).
Hotspots should be identified first for species in Tier 1 and 2, which are more likely
to experience CAE.

Dispersing wind farms throughout the entire OWED suitability layer will spread
development between north and south and near-shore and offshore, effectively
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diffusing exposure over all guilds. Diffused exposure may reduce cumulative
mortality or cumulative habitat loss for all species, potentially minimizing the
adverse effects on populations. If a species is identified as a conservation concern
due to other stressors, the siting decisions could be modified to place fewer wind
farms within that species’ core use areas. Finally, siting wind farms with the greatest
possible distance between them would avoid concentrated exposure for Tier 1 and 2
coastal guilds. Widely spaced developments could provide movement corridors for
Tier 1 species that are vulnerable to displacement, such as sea ducks and loons
(Krijgsveld 2014), and spread any collision mortality within Tier 2 guilds out over
multiple sub-populations.

The development currently planned within the WEAs is generally following the
recommendations above. The federal government and states recognize the
importance of hotspots (NYSERDA 2015) and have specifically excluded from WEAs
those locations with known concentrations of birds (BOEM 2018), such as
Nantucket Shoals (BOEM 2014). Existing regional siting of WEAs and wind call areas
(future lease areas) have effectively spread potential development from South
Carolina to Massachusetts (BOEM 2017). In addition to being relatively dispersed
along the East Coast, the WEAs are generally separated from each other; thus,
assuming that only a few wind farms are built within each WEA, development will
be effectively separated. However, if two or more wind farms are sited within a
WEA, they should be separated as much as possible to provide movement corridors
for species vulnerable to displacement. While the focus of existing development has
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to some degree avoided hotspots, dispersed siting, and spaced projects apart from
one another, future siting should seek to spread out the exposure as much as
possible, for example by identifying new WEAs in the Gulf of Maine rather than
additional ones between Massachusetts and New Jersey.

Conclusions
Our analysis provides new insights into managing the cumulative exposure of
seabirds to offshore wind energy development. The CE model outputs indicate that
the coastal bottom gleaner and coastal diver guilds are most likely to be
cumulatively exposed to wind farm development along the East Coast of the U.S. and
should be the focus of CAE assessments. Since sea ducks and loons dominate these
guilds and are identified to have high vulnerability to displacement, adverse effects
from displacement may be a greater concern than collision for CAE. Therefore, on
both the site-specific and regional planning scales, mitigation efforts focused on
reducing habitat loss—i.e., avoiding hotspots, spreading out development, and
providing movement corridors—are likely to be the most effective means of
reducing the potential CAE of offshore wind farms on seabirds.
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Table 5.1. Offshore wind farm siting factors used as inputs to create OWED
suitability layer. “Exclusions” are specific areas of the ocean that have physical
hazards or specific regulatory exclusions (e.g., shipping lanes), or have been
identified as conflicting with military activities. “Constraints” are OWED siting
considerations that have thresholds beyond which OWED is no longer viable either
technologically or economically.
Category

Factor

Exclusion

Constraint

Danger zones and
restricted areas1
Dept. of Defense wind
exclusions areas
Ocean disposal sites2
Shipping lanes3
Unexploded
ordnance4
State waters as
defined by Submerged
Lands Act
Wind speed

Constraint

Bathymetry

Constraint

Distance from shore

Exclusion
Exclusion
Exclusion
Exclusion
Exclusion

OWED suitability
layer values

LCOE sort order

All = 0

NA

All = 0

NA

All = 0
All = 0

NA
NA

All = 0

NA
NA

Data source
http://marinecadastre.gov/
http://marinecadastre.gov/
http://marinecadastre.gov/
http://marinecadastre.gov/
http://marinecadastre.gov/
http://marinecadastre.gov/

All = 0
< 7 m/s = 0
> 7 m/s = 1
> 200 m = 0
0-199 m = 1
0-5.6 & > 92.6 km = 0
5.6-92.6 km = 1

High to low

http://marinecadastre.gov/

Shallow to deep

http://marinecadastre.gov/

Close to far

Created using Euclidean
distance function in ArcGIS

Danger Area; Danger Zone; Missile Testing Area; Naval Operations Area;
Prohibited Area; Restricted Airspace; Restricted Area; Separation Zone; Test Area;
Torpedo Testing Area
2 Chemical waste dumping grounds; dredge material disposal; dumping ground;
explosive dumping ground; spoil ground
3 Shipping Fairways Lanes and Zones; Traffic Separation Schemes/Traffic Lanes;
Precautionary Areas; Recommended Routes
4 Ammunition dumping areas; caution areas; chemical munitions dumping area;
danger; danger unexploded bombs and shells; drill minefield; dumping area caution;
dumping ground explosives; explosives; explosives dumping areas; obstruction;
submerged explosives; submerged material; submerged mine; unexploded bombs,
mine, ordnance, projectiles, rockets, and torpedo
1
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Table 5.2. Seabird guild groupings
Guild
Coastal bottom gleaner
Coastal bottom gleaner
Coastal bottom gleaner
Coastal bottom gleaner
Coastal diver
Coastal diver
Coastal diver
Coastal diver
Coastal plunger
Coastal plunger
Coastal plunger
Coastal plunger
Coastal plunger
Coastal plunger
Coastal plunger
Coastal surface gleaner
Coastal surface gleaner
Coastal surface gleaner
Coastal surface gleaner
Coastal surface gleaner
Pelagic diver
Pelagic diver
Pelagic diver
Pelagic diver
Pelagic scavenger
Pelagic scavenger
Pelagic scavenger
Pelagic scavenger
Pelagic scavenger
Pelagic scavenger
Pelagic scavenger
Pelagic surface gleaner
Pelagic surface gleaner
Pelagic surface gleaner
Pelagic surface gleaner
Pelagic surface gleaner

Common name
Surf Scoter
White-winged Scoter
Black Scoter
Long-tailed Duck
Red-throated Loon
Common Loon
Horned Grebe
Double-crested Cormorant
Northern Gannet
Brown Pelican
Royal Tern
Roseate Tern
Common Tern
Arctic Tern
Least Tern
Laughing Gull
Bonaparte's Gull
Ring-billed Gull
Herring Gull
Great Black-backed Gull
Dovekie
Common Murre
Atlantic Puffin
Razorbill
Black-legged Kittiwake
Northern Fulmar
Cory's Shearwater
Great Shearwater
Sooty Shearwater
Manx Shearwater
Pomarine Jaeger
Wilson's Storm-Petrel
Leach's Storm-Petrel
Band-rumped Storm-Petrel
Red-necked Phalarope
Red Phalarope
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Scientific name
Melanitta perspicillata
Melanitta fusca
Melanitta americana
Clangula hyemalis
Gavia stellata
Gavia immer
Podiceps auritus
Phalacrocorax auritus
Morus bassanus
Pelecanus occidentalis
Sterna maxima
Sterna dougallii
Sterna hirundo
Sterna paradisaea
Sterna antillarum
Leucophaeus atricilla
Chroicocephalus philadelphia
Larus delawarensis
Larus argentatus
Larus marinus
Alle alle
Uria aalge
Fratercula arctica
Alca torda
Rissa tridactyla
Fulmarus glacialis
Calonectris diomedea
Puffinus gravis
Puffinus griseus
Puffinus puffinus
Stercorarius pomarinus
Oceanites oceanicus
Oceanodroma leucorhoa
Oceanodroma castro
Phalaropus lobatus
Phalaropus fulicarius

Figure 5.1. OWED suitability layer that represents all areas where wind farms can be
built along the East Coast of the U.S. and the full coverage area of the NOAA models
used to define the population in the analysis.
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(A)

(B)
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(C)

(D)
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(E)

(F)
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(G)

Figure 5.2. (A-G). Relationships between siting factors and guilds. The y-axis scale
varies for each graph because the maximum exposure of a guild is dictated by a
guild’s species composition. The black vertical line represents 86 GW (~20%
development of OWED suitability layer). With the exception of coastal bottom
gleaners, most coastal species will be exposed at higher rates when projects are
built close to shore and in shallow waters. Pelagic divers and scavengers will be
exposed at higher rates when projects are built in high-wind resource areas.
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0.8

0.6

Guild

CE Index

coastal bottom gleaner
coastal diver
coastal plunger
coastal surface gleaner
0.4

pelagic diver
pelagic scavenger
pelagic surface gleaner

0.2

0.0
Build in shallow areas first

Build close to shore first

Build where the wind is best

Siting Factor

Figure 5.3. Distribution of the CE index by guild for each OWED siting factor. The
results indicated that pelagic seabird guilds will be exposed at higher rates when
projects are built in high-wind areas while coastal seabird guilds will be exposed at
higher rates when projects are built in shallow areas. Distance from shore had the
least influence on exposure.
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Tier 1
Coastal bottom gleaner
& coastal diver
-

Siting Priorities
Offshore
Gulf of Maine
MA WEA to
central Long
Island, NY

Higher Likelihood

Tier 2
Coastal plunger &
coastal surface gleaner
-

Siting Priorities
Offshore

Tier 3
Pelagic diver

-

Siting Priorities
Shallow areas
South of Long
Island

Cumulative Adverse Effects

Tier 4
Pelagic scavenger &
pelagic surface gleaner
-

Siting Priorities
Shallow areas

Lower Likelihood

Figure 5.4. Seabird guild tiers to be considered during CAE assessments, and siting
priorities to reduce exposure. Tier 1 & 2 guilds have the highest likelihood of CAE
because of relatively high cumulative exposure to offshore wind farms along the
East Coast of the U.S. and documented vulnerability to collision or displacement.
Species in the Tier 3 guild are vulnerable to displacement but have lower cumulative
exposure. Tier 4 guilds have the lowest likelihood of CAE because of low cumulative
exposure rates and no documented vulnerability to offshore wind farms.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
Our research has provided new insight into how to frame, assess, evaluate, and
manage the cumulative adverse effects (CAE) of offshore wind farms on wildlife. In
Chapter 2 we framed CAE; in Chapter 3 we developed a novel method to assess CAE
by assessing cumulative exposure; in Chapter 4 we assessed cumulative exposure of
a vulnerable species; and in Chapter 5 we evaluated which seabirds guilds are most
likely at risk of CAE.

We framed CAE as the exposure of vulnerable species to multiple hazards through
space and time. Through our assessment we identified that no one offshore wind
farm siting scenario along the East Coast of the U.S. can reduce cumulative exposure
for all seabird guilds and species simultaneously. These results suggest that, aside
from avoiding persistent aggregations of seabirds, siting has limited utility in
reducing cumulative exposure.

We evaluated the likelihood of a seabird guild being at risk of CAE based upon guild
cumulative exposure patterns and evidence of vulnerability to adverse effects of
offshore wind farms. We identified that CAE is most likely for coastal bottom
gleaners (seaducks) and coastal divers (loons, cormorants, and grebes), which are
identified as being vulnerable to displacement and potential habitat loss; as well as
for coastal plungers (terns, pelican, gannet) and coastal surface gleaners (gulls),
which are vulnerable to collision. CAE is less likely for pelagic species that had lower
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overall exposure offshore to wind farm development along the East Coast and less
evidence of vulnerability. The evaluation suggests that cumulative habitat loss may
be a greater concern than cumulative collision mortality.

Our results demonstrate that no one siting decision can avoid exposing all the guilds
when the suitability layer is saturated with wind farms. However, assuming that all
areas suitable for offshore wind farms will not be built, we recommend the
following siting process to reduce CAE across multiple guilds: first, avoid known
seabird abundance hotspots; next, disperse wind farms throughout the entire OWED
suitability layer; and finally, site wind farms as far apart as possible.

The first siting decision is to avoid persistent aggregations of seabirds in areas with
high food availability (i.e., “hotspots”). Avoiding hotspots will reduce potential
adverse effects to birds by directing development into areas of lower conservation
value. Next, wind farms should be dispersed throughout all areas suitable for wind
farm development rather than clumped in certain areas. Dispersing development
north to south and from near-shore to offshore will spread cumulative exposure
over all species. While all species would be exposed at some level, the assumption is
that the exposure rate for any one species would not lead to levels of cumulative
mortality or cumulative habitat loss that would adversely affect the population. If
projects are clumped, then the exposure will be significantly higher for some species
and lower or non-existent for other species.
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Next, wind farms should be sited with the greatest possible distance between them.
Greater distance will primarily ensure that collision mortality is not concentrated
among the sub-populations of individual species, and will potentially provide
movement corridors between the wind farms. Dispersing development has the
potential to increase the levelized cost of electricity because concentrated
development allows for economies of scale, but siting strategies that reduce the CAE
on seabirds will likely increase the public acceptance of projects, reduce pre- and
post-monitoring required by regulators, and increase certainty for developers.

Overall, the research presented in this dissertation has increased the understanding
of the CAE of offshore wind energy on wildlife and can be used to inform decisionmaking. The research can be used to support project-specific environmental impact
statements by providing a spatial scope for assessments; providing insight into the
efficacy of avoidance mitigation; and identifying which species groups are more
likely to be at risk of CAE and thus should be the focus of mitigation efforts. The CE
model can be used to support the identification of future Wind Energy Areas by
identifying areas that reduce the levelized cost of electricity while decreasing
exposure for species more likely to be at risk of CAE. In the future, the CE model
could be used to analyze the exposure of other taxonomic groups such as marine
mammals, sea turtles, and fish in order to assess if there are wind farm development
scenarios that simultaneously increase or decrease the cumulative exposure across
such groups.
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The challenge now is to relate cumulative exposure to effects on populations by
using collision risk models and modeling the effects of habitat loss. The difficulty is
that there are assumptions in the CE model, in collision risk models, and in
population models, as well as uncertainty around how to assess the adverse effects
of habitat loss, all of which increase error in a population risk assessment. A further
complication is that a full CAE assessment should include all heterotypic stressors
such as climate change, overfishing, and plastic pollution. Understanding how all
these stressors combine to affect populations could only be accomplished with
estimates of the mortality caused by each stressor as well as precise knowledge of
species-specific population numbers and vital rates. We will likely never have the
capability, resources, or knowledge to make such calculations, and thus will not be
able to truly quantify CAE. Consequently, an assessment of CAE that converts
cumulative exposure to CAE, and includes all heterotypic stressors, must be
qualitative and will be subjective.

Embracing the subjective nature of CAE is critical for a transparent process as we
move from assessing to evaluating to managing CAE. Our research takes the first
step towards an informed qualitative assessment by providing stakeholders with
metrics on how different OWED patterns will cumulatively expose wildlife.
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APPENDIX A
R PACKAGES (LIBRARIES) USED IN THE CE MODEL
Package

Function

Citation
Luke Tierney, A. J. Rossini, Na Li and H. Sevcikova (2016). snow: Simple
Network of Workstations. R package version 0.4-2. https://CRAN.Rproject.org/package=snow
Jochen Knaus (2015). snowfall: Easier cluster computing (based on
snow).. R package version 1.84-6.1.
https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=snowfall
H. Wickham. ggplot2: Elegant Graphics for Data Analysis. Springer-Verlag
New York, 2009.
Hadley Wickham (2011). The Split-Apply-Combine Strategy for Data
Analysis. Journal of Statistical Software, 40(1), 1-29.
URL http://www.jstatsoft.org/v40/i01/.

snow

Parallel
processing

snowfall

Parallel
processing

ggplot2

Plotting

plyr

Data
manipulation

dplyr

Data
manipulation

data.table

Data
manipulation

flux

Data
calculations

GISTools

GIS

raster

GIS raster

rgdal

GIS

sp

GIS

rgeos

GIS

ggmap

GIS

gridExtra

Graphics

dismo

Species
distribution
mapping

pastecs

Analysis of
space-time data

Hadley Wickham and Romain Francois (2016). dplyr: A Grammar of Data
Manipulation. R package version 0.5.0.
https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=dplyr
M Dowle, A Srinivasan, T Short, S Lianoglou with contributions from R
Saporta and E Antonyan (2015). data.table: Extension
of Data.frame. R package version 1.9.6. https://CRAN.Rproject.org/package=data.table
Gerald Jurasinski, Franziska Koebsch, Anke Guenther and Sascha Beetz
(2014). flux: Flux rate calculation from dynamic
closed chamber measurements. R package version 0.3-0.
https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=flux
Gerald Jurasinski, Franziska Koebsch, Anke Guenther and Sascha Beetz
(2014). flux: Flux rate calculation from dynamic
closed chamber measurements. R package version 0.3-0.
https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=flux
Robert J. Hijmans (2016). raster: Geographic Data Analysis and Modeling.
R package version 2.5-8.
https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=raster
Roger Bivand, Tim Keitt and Barry Rowlingson (2016). rgdal: Bindings for
the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library. R
package version 1.1-10. https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=rgdal
Pebesma, E.J., R.S. Bivand, 2005. Classes and methods for spatial data in R.
R News 5 (2),
http://cran.r-project.org/doc/Rnews/.
Roger Bivand and Colin Rundel (2016). rgeos: Interface to Geometry
Engine - Open Source (GEOS). R package version 0.3-21.
https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=rgeos
D. Kahle and H. Wickham. ggmap: Spatial Visualization with ggplot2. The R
Journal, 5(1), 144-161. URL
http://journal.r-project.org/archive/2013-1/kahle-wickham.pdf
Baptiste Auguie (2016). gridExtra: Miscellaneous Functions for "Grid"
Graphics. R package version 2.2.1.
https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=gridExtra
Robert J. Hijmans, Steven Phillips, John Leathwick and Jane Elith (2016).
dismo: Species Distribution Modeling. R package
version 1.1-1. https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=dismo
Philippe Grosjean and Frederic Ibanez (2014). pastecs: Package for
Analysis of Space-Time Ecological Series. R package
version 1.3-18. https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=pastecs

ctmm

Movement
modeling

Chris H. Fleming and J. M. Calabrese (2016). ctmm: Continuous-Time
Movement Modeling. R package version 0.3.3.
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Package

Function

move

Movement
modeling

effects

GLM plotting

multcomp

Statistical
analysis

piecewiseSEM

Statistical
analysis

Citation
https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=ctmm
Bart Kranstauber and Marco Smolla (2016). move: Visualizing and
Analyzing Animal Track Data. R package version 2.1.0.
https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=move
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APPENDIX B
CE INDEX BY SPECIES
We used the CE model (detailed in Chapter 2) to assess the cumulative exposure of
36 seabird species (Chapter 4) to seven OWED siting factors (Table 1). The siting
factors included physical constraints as well as decisions factors (additional factors
stakeholders consider during wind farm siting). We also calculated the CE index for
a development scenario beginning in the north and ending in the south as well as
beginning in the south and ending in the north to provide insight into the latitudinal
relationships between siting factors and seabird abundance. The species-specific
results are grouped by foraging guild: coastal bottom gleaners (sea ducks), coastal
divers (loons, grebes, and cormorants), coastal plungers (gannets, pelicans, and
terns), coastal surface gleaners (gulls), pelagic divers (auks), pelagic scavengers
(kittiwakes, fulmars, and shearwaters), and pelagic surface gleaners (storm-petrels
and phalaropes).
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Table 1. Siting factors used to develop the CE index. “Constraints” are OWED siting
considerations that have thresholds beyond which OWED is no longer viable either
technologically or economically. “Decision factors” are factors that will influence,
but not dictate, where developers consider siting OWED projects.
Category
Constraint
Constraint
Constraint

Factor
Wind speed
Bathymetry
Distance from shore

LCOE* sort order
High to low
Shallow to deep
Close to far

Decision factor

Tropical cyclone
exposure
Energy use

Low to high

Decision factor

High to low

Decision factor

Data source
http://marinecadastre.gov/
http://marinecadastre.gov/
Created using Euclidean distance function in
ArcGIS (ESRI 2016)
http://marinecadastre.gov/
www.census.gov/ and
http://www.eia.gov/state/
http://marinecadastre.gov/

Atlantic fishing
Low to High
revenue intensity
Decision factor
2011 Vessel traffic
Low to High
http://marinecadastre.gov/
(AIS)
*The order development factors are sorted to reduce the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE)
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Coastal Bottom Gleaner

115

Coastal Diver

116

Coastal Plunger

117

Coastal Surface Gleaner

118

Pelagic Diver

119

Pelagic Scavenger

120

Pelagic Surface Gleaner
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